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Software for the SAM COUPE 

A POWERFUL RLLHESS PMH [TERRE 
SAM DATABASE 

MAIN FEATURES 

99% Machine code, Massive capacity storage a “WH heuer tysthtbeere 
128K(256K Sam),384K(512K Sam),Data compressed Peete 
Displays 4 different Mdde 3 layouts, you define 
fields of any size,position,colour and charset, 
Auto sorting on any field, search buffer finds 
records you want, Lprint upto4 differentlayouts fa") 
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SC_FILER the Database program, is a very easy to use, yet powerful and flexible enou Oo 
keep aay type of information you need,from a simple Address file to business files for c be 
and small Companies. From a touch of a key you can add,edit,insert,Wipe,List and Search,a 
SC_FILER can be _used as a mini word processor with its word Step. Auett ty editing yet Ure 
SC_FILER comes with. a 25K demonstration Z80 MC database and a 20 Page professional Manyals 
I can also convert your GM_BASE and LERM Address Manager files to use on SC_FILER. | 
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99% Machine code, 64 col friendly auto tabbing editor for Si of 
ease and speed, Recognises the full 798 opcodes, incl 120 fii pean 
undoc, Assembling on pass one gives code start,end,no Sis oe 
of bytes,Full listing to screen/printer,buffer -search,Store [1% “hae 
96K source,40K Assembled code(256K Sam),288K source, “#0 Sascoupe:Gh = “SAM Coupe” 

64K Ass code(512K Sam), Data Compressed,incl Dissasembler. 

SC_ASSEMBLER is a_ very eas to use editor Assembler,just type in the text even with no 
Spacing and SC_ASSEMBLER "will reposition and do a comprehensive check, i any errors 
displays in cléar english what is wrong, eas oe for the beginner, yet powerful enoug 
for top programmmers who have already used my Assemb er to program Top Sain games.With Source 

files to get you started and a professional written 45 page Manual you cant go far wrong. 

On Disc with 14 page Manual are the following (avail elsewhere on PD) 

SC_SPECLONE, SC_COMPRESSOR, DISC DIRECTORY UTILITY. 
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t-te ~DRE_FORMATTED 34DSDD 135tpi SAM COUPE DISCS, READY TO USE 
Bec) , IN ae WHITE BLACK RED ORANGE YELLOW GREEN 
Tue 

QUALITY DUSTCOVERS IN PURE WHITE WITH BLUE TRIMMING 
WATERPROOF ,MACHINE WASHABLE,NON SHRIWK,HON FADE ,NON TEAR 
IF ORDERING MONITOR OR PRINTER PLEASE STATE MODEL 

T Need any of the above items quickly, then just phone from 6pm-/7pnhi 
ERS First thing next Morning your order will be despatched,when goods 

reach you, just send a cheque or postal order for invoiced items. 
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PRODUCTION 

Designed and typeset in-house using 

Commodore Amigas running the 
Pre-Press WED system. 

Sinclair & SAM Computing, incorporating +3 
Contact, is published bi-monthly by Garner 

Designs Publishing, 57 Lovers Walk, Dunstable, 
Bedfordshire, LU5 4BG. No material may be 

reproduced or stored in part of whole without the 
written permission of the Publisher. Contents are 

copyright (C) 1991/1992 Garner Designs. 

HOW TO CONTACT US 
Sinclair & SAM Computing’s address is 57 Lovers Walk, 

Dunstable, Bedfordshire, LU5 4BG. 
(tel) 0582 472067; (CompuServe) 70374,1776. 

PRODUCTS 
S&SC welcomes any information on new and existing products 

for coverage in the news and reviews pages of the magazine. All 
information and/or review material should be addressed 

to the Editor. 

ARTICLES 
We are delighted to receive ideas for articles and completed 

articles for publication. Please contact the Editor before writing 
an article to ensure that no one else is writing a similar article. 

We can accept articles submitted on paper or in ASCII format on 
3.5" disc (in IBM PC, Atari ST or Commodore Amiga format). We 
pay for all articles published. We are also pleased to accept any 
hints and tips you may have, and weicome general letters or 

comments adout the magazine or other related subjects. | H ere ‘ hoping tha [ you have 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 
Sinclair & SAM Computing is available by subscription. The N y 
Standard rates are: six issues £9.00 (UK), £10.80 (Rest of ( more prospe TOUS c W e d [ 

World). Please send your full address and a note a which 
issue number you want the subscription to start from to Sinclair & 
SAM Computing, Subscriptions, 57 Lovers Walk, Dunstable, fi rom e ve 7 one at eee 

Bedfordshire, LU5 4BG. Single issues are available at £2.00 per 
Copy including P&P. 
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Music Writer is a vastly under- 
rated program. We’ve extolled 

its virtues many a time before, 

and maybe with the launch of 

two brand new extension 

programs, Compiler and MIDI 

more people will sit up and take 

notice. Read our reviews of 

both to find out more... 

6 Editorial 
A seasonal greeting and 
a welcome to our biggest 
ever issue. 

7 News 
Four news pages packed 
with the latest news. 
More relevant news than 
any other Spectrum or 
SAM magazine. 

12 RAM Music Machine 
Use the RAM Music 
Machine on the +3 or 
+2A with this excellent 
programming patch 
written by Garry 

SMA? 42 SAY 
COUNTIIO 

CONTENTS 

Rowland. 

16 Kobrahsoft Diary 
Great your life in order 
with Kobrahsoft’s Diary 
program. 

19 SAM Colour Dump 
Print screens out in full 
colour with this SAM 
Coupe utility. 

22 Public Domain 
Our new look and 
updated public domain 
library. 
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RAM Music 
Machine +tY/1+2A | gaa 

DOS Patch °s 
The Author of Music Writer, Garry 
Rowland tells you how to make the - 

RAM Music Machine and its software 
work on the Spectrum +3 and +2A. 

An essential article for 
those musos out there. 

27 Video Titling Micronet’s demise and 
Our exciting type-in video news of a brand new on- 
titling software project line service. 
begins. 

43 Programming in "C" 
32 Music Writer Our on-going 
Extensions programming tutorial 
Reviews of Compiler.Xtn continues. , 
and MIDI.Xtn, two utilities 
for Music Writer users. 

46 HELP! 
Have you got a question 

36 SC Assembler which needs answering? 
ls assembly an easy If so, this column is for 
Subject for the novice to you. 
get into? We find out as 
a new machine code 
programmer finds out 50 On The Market 
whether Steve’s | | 
Software’s 
SC Assembler willease 55 Mail order 
him into programming. 

58 Subscription Form ‘MM 39 On-Line Resubscribe to the CG 
All the latest biggest and the best - arrner 
communications news magazine for your Desi LSIAS 
including comments on computer. Publishing 
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ssue 5 marks the next 

stage in the 
development of 
Sinclar & SAM 
Computing. As you 
will have no doubt 

noticed, we’ve implemented a few 
changes to the magazine. Firstly, 
we’ve added colour to the front 
cover. We’re very excited about 
this, and over the coming issues 
you'll be seeing colour used more 
and more throughout the pages of 
the magazine. 

Secondly, we’ve increased the 
number of pages - upto 60 pages in 
this issue. Our aim from now on is 
56+ pages for every issue. This 
means we can pack even more into 
each issue. 

Thirdly, we’ve changed the 
format of the magazine to A5. The 
reduction in size has meant that our 
printing costs have been reduced, 
thus allowing us to press onward 
with colourising the magazine, 
making bigger issues and keeping 
the subscription price from rising. 
While the size now becomes A5, 
we are continuing to typeset the 
entire magazine at A4 size, so you 
are getting the same volume of 
content as if the magazine was at 
its old A4 size. 
We’ve never been afraid to make 

changes to our magazines. We 
know that our readers want 
something more than just a good 
article, they want it to be readable 
and attractive to look at. We hope 
that we continue to achieve this, 
through careful use of design, 
layout and colour. 

Hopefully by the time you read 
this, all your Christmas turkey will 
have been consumed and we can 
all buckle down and get on with 
1992 which I hope will be more 
successful for us all. 

Unfortunately, the rush to get 
this issue to you by the beginning 
of January meant that the next 
instalment in the DTP Guide has 
been held over until the March 

Faitoria 
issue of S&SC. 

I’ve been getting quite a few phone 
calls asking about our return to the 
show ‘circuit’. Well, we’ve simply 
been too busy with the magazine to 
attend any shows - despite what 
people think this is a 7 day a week 
occupation. However, 1992 will be 
year when we take to the road 
again, and with the new All 

Formats Show venues we’ll be 
able to come to a venue near you, 
rather than us go to London or 
Birmingham and you come long 
distances to see us. 

Finally, keep your articles rolling 
in. Our stock’ of articles is a bit 
low, mainly due to the Christmas 
period, but I feel confident that 
you'll come up with the goods, as 
they say. 

So as we say goodbye to 
1991, we wonder what 1992 will 
bring’? Well, we’ll just have to wait 
and see. But, if we can stick to our 
New Year’s resolutions, we can at 
least hope that we can continue to 
improve upon our service and 
order wrnaround times which in 
1991 were not upto scratch at all, 
and that by the end of 1992 we will 
see S&SC once again produced as 
a monthly magazine. If we can 
achieve only these, then I°ll be a 
very happy man indeed. If we can 
achieve some of our other 
objectives then we shall have 
exceeded expectations. Thanks for 
a smashing 1991 .... 



News 
Uncertain Christmas as 
disc stocks dry up 
A world shortage of 3.5 inch discs has sent the computer industry reeling as the 
pre-Christmas sales explosion fast approaches. Virtually all of the main UK 
disc importers are having severe difficulty locating sizeable stocks. The result 
could be a major body blow for those companies counting on the Christmas 
period to offset bad sales caused by the recession. 

What stocks of discs which are available are now been sold at vastly inflated 
prices, and it is said that the major disc manufacturers have manoeuvred the 
market into this artificial shortage to force disc prices back up after 12 months 
or so of selling discs at rock bottom prices. 

With demand for 3.5" discs from disc duplicators. software companies and 

magazine publishers at their highest this year. there are many worried people 
within the industry. Most companies have been forced to source low-grade 
discs from the far East in a bid to side-step the shortage, although Computer 
Trade Weekly reports that major companies such as Ocean had purchased 
stocks of upto a million disks some time ago after foreseeing a possible 
shortage. 

Magazine publishers who place great importance on cover-mounted discs 
are said to be scrambling to obtain discs in time for their big Christmas issues. 

Universal Disc 
Drive 
A side-effect of MGT’s demise was EEC Ltd’s 
purchasing of the entire stock of the "Lifetime" 
disc drive - which can be used on the Spectrum. 
BBC. Archimedes. QL. CPC. ST. Amiga and PC 
with only a different lead required for each 
computer. 

EEC have since decided to rename the drive to 
the “Universal” disc drive. simply because 
labelling a product as "Lifetime” throws up some 
interesting questions when it comes to warranty. 

The drive can be used on the Spectrum +3 or via | 
a Date] Plus D or Disciple disk interface. or ona S" 
QL via a standard QL disk interface. Considering —_| ry 
the drive’s multi-format nature, its price lag of MaMa 
£75.00 must be worth considering. The price 
includes a lead for the computer of your choice. 
with leads for other computers available for 
£9.95. The general postage and packing charge is £9.00. 

Contact EEC Ltd on 0753 888866 for more details. 

FIRST WITH THE NEWS 
FOR THE SPECTRUM 
AND SAM COUPE 

Back from the brink 

Both CRASH and ZZAP magazines 
are back on the nation’s book-sheives 
after the Europres: Group bought the 
magazines from Newsfield. who had 
of course gone into voluntary 
receivership on September 16th. 
Europress. publishers of a range of 
titles. were eager to get into the 8-bit 
magazine arena and apparently saw 
CRASH and ZZAP as easy ways to 
achieve this. 
A new company. called Europress 

Impact has been formed. based at the 
former Newsfield’s offices. Many ex- 
Newsfield staff now work for the new 
company. 
© Due to the saviour of CRASH. ex- 
Newsfield employee Nick Roberts 
will not now be staying at SAM 
Computers. He retums to Europress 
Impact as deputy editor of CRASH. 

aC 
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° EEC Ltd's Universal disc drive 
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News _ 
New SAMTape 
launched 

LERM Software has just released 
version 4M of its SAMTape Spectrum 
emulator. New features include a 
program to convert Messenger files to 
SAMTape files. 

SAMTape will take Spectrum 
programs captured with SAMCO’s 
Messenger of upto 64k in length, 
compress them by upto 90% in size 
and convert them to SAMTape 
format. 

SAMTape also provides a 
software fix for a bug in the 
Messenger which affects the rubber 
keyed variety of Spectrums. 

SAMTape 4M costs £11.99, but 
SAMTape 4 users can update to the 
new version for £5 by returning their 
discs to LERM. 

For more information you should 
contact LERM Software at 11 
Beaconsfield Close. Whitley Bay, 
Tyne & Wear, NE25 9UW or 
alternatively you can telephone (091) 
253 3615. 

Lemmings set for 
Speccy success 

After worldwide success and 
acclaim, those lovable Lemmings 
are about to make an appearance on 
the Spectrum. While S&SC 
generally steers clear of games 
coverage, Lemmings is the kind of 
game which can grab hold of even 
the hardened serious’ user. 
Psygnosis are the company behind 
the game, and is a rare foray into the 

8-bit market for a company so well 
known for 16-bit releases. However, 
with the success of Lemmings in its 
16-bit format in Europe, America 
and practically every country this 
side of Timbuktu. and with even 
talk about a Lemmings arcade game, 

then the addition of a Spectrum 
version had to come eventually. 
Lemmings will cost £12.99 on 
cassette and will be available by the 
end of December. 
e This month’s Gallup market 
report shows that unfortunately the 
Spectrum’s software market share 

continues to fall. Three months ago 
it stood at 9.8%, two months ago at 
7.8%, last month at 7.5% and this 
month at 5.9%. However, bad news 
aside, there are some interesting 
points to remember. Firstly, there 
are over 1 million Spectrums still in 
circulation. Secondly, software is 
still being produced in quantity for 
the Spectrum, and with big name 
games like Lemmings being made 
then the signs are not all bad. And, 
games magazine Your Sinclair 
continues to hold a _ steady 
readership figure despite the 
apparent slump, and while the 
industry expected Crash magazine 
to sink with the demise of 
Newsfield, it has been successfully 
resurrected. 

Let’s hope that the commercial side 
of the Spectrum can keep its head 
above water for a long while to 
come. 

~ Maxwell death threatens 

COMPUTING 

The death of Robert Maxwell has 
thrown the future of software 
house Miurrorsoft into turmoil. 
While Miurrorsoft boss Peter 
Bilotta says the company is ’a 
profitable concer’, Mirrorsoft’s 
assets have been frozen along 
with those of other private 
companies of Maxwell 
Communications. 

At present Mirrorsoft is 
operating under administration 
although it must be stressed that 
has not had a receiver appointed 
and the company’s past 
profitability will bode well for a 

possible sale of the company 
Upto six companies are said t 
have expressed interest ir 
acquiring the company, with <« 
management buy-out by = 
consortium headed by Peter 
Bilotta being an option upon the 
negotiating table. 

With the death of Robert Maxwell 
plunging the empire into a debt of 
upto £5 billion sales of all the 
assets are being prepared hastily. 
Meanwhile, Maxwell's US 
software publishing arm. 
Macmillian Computer Publishing 



New Spectrum data 
filer 

SD Software have released a new 
filmg program for the Spectrum. 
Specfile+ features storage of upto 
28K with compression routines to 
save on memory usage, fast search 
routines. Contact SD Software at 70 
Rainhall Road, Barnoldswick, 
Lancashire, BB8 6AB. 

SAM selF-boots thanks 
to new ROM chip 

SC_Autoboot is a new ROM chip for 
the SAM which replaces the SAM’s 
existing ROM. SC Autoboot is a 
version of the most upto version 3 
SAM ROM except it adds an auto- 
booting feature which will 
automatically boot DOS from disk 
when the SAM is turned on, thus 
removing the need to press F9 to 
manually boot up the disk. 

SC_Autoboot comes from Steve’s 
Software and costs £12.50. More 
details from 7 Narrow Close, Histon, 

Cambridge, CB4 4XX. Telephone: 
0223 235150 between 6pm and 9pm. 

is currently being sold, along with the book 
publishing arm, Macmillian Publishing. 

With msurers refusing to pay out on the 
*natural causes’ verdict currently attributed 

New SAM disczine 

David Ledbury, publisher of ZAT 
magazine, is launching a new disczine 
called SAM Quartet. As its name 
suggests, the disczine will be 
published on a quarterly basis costing 
just £1.50. More details are available 
from ZAT, PO Box 488, Tweedale, 

Telford, Shropshire, TF7 4SU. 

Fastline ends 

Fastline, producers of a number of 
public domain discs have ceased 
trading. The SCPDSA have takea 
over distribution of Fastline’s discs. 
Contact the SCPDSA at 42 Eaton 
Drive, Kingston Upon Thames, 

Surrey, KT2 7QT. 

Plus 3 Technical 
Source 

Due to popular demand, Garner 
Designs are republishing articles from 
+3 Contact magazine, the Spectrum 
Plus 3 specific pre-cursor to Sinclair 
& SAM Computing which ran for 18 

venues. They are as follows. 

January 
11 Birmingham 
12 Leeds 
18 Birmingham 
26 Glasgow 

to the publishing tycoon’s death, and the 
revelation of a multi-million pound pension 
fraud, the sale of assets such as Mirrorsoft 
could still leave debts to be paid. 

¢ Readers with a good memory will 

February 
1 Donington Park 
2 Haydock Park Racecourse 
8 Washington 
23 Birmingham 

remember that Robert Maxwell bid against 
Alan Sugar’s Amstrad when Sir Clive 
Sinclair put Sinclair and the Spectrum up for 
sale as he faced financial ruin. 

March 
8 Glasgow 
14 London 
1 Bristol 
21 Donington Park 

News _ 
issues. While the original magazines 
are not being reprinted, all the articles 
have been re-edited, added to, and re- 

typeset and combined to make The 
Plus 3 Technical Source - a three part 
publication bound in a custom A4 
binder which is available with part 1. 
Further Plus 3 specific articles are 
being written which will form further 
parts of the Technical Source. 

We have also responded to a hand- 
full of our customer’s requests for 
large-print versions of our 
publications. While it would be too 
costly to implement a_ large-pnnt 
S&SC, we will be producing a large- 
print Plus 3 Technical Source. What’s 
more we’re not charging any extra for 
it. All Garner Designs’ software 
documentation is also available in 
large-print versions also. 

Amstrad severs more 
Spectrum support 

Amstrad has practically severed all its 
support with the Spectrum after the 
announcement that when stocks of 3" 
discs are exhausted they will not be 
producing anymore. Despite the 
Spectrum +3, CPC6128 and PCW 

New Year All Formats 
show dates 
Bruce Everiss owner and organiser of the All Formats Fain has 
announced a plethora of show dates for 1992, including some at new 

22 Leeds 

April 
12 Washington 
26 Birmingham 

May 
16 London 
17 Bristol 

June 
7 Glasgow 
14 Haydock Park Racecourse 

Telephone John Riding on 0225 
868100 for more details. 
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series using 3" discs, Maxell will be 
the only remaining manufacturer of 3” 
discs, and with major support from 
Amstrad now gone, Maxell could 
follow suit. The exact amount of 3" 
discs in stock is not clear, although 
they are not likely to run out for some 
time. 

Newsadisk 

SAMCo have decided to stop 
producing their quarterly newsletter 
and instead will be producing a 
monthly disc magazine called 
Newsdisk which aims to keep the 
SAM community in touch with olall 
the latest news as well as providing 
demos and sample screens of 
forthcoming software, etc. Newsdisk 
will also be the medium through 
which thc SAM Technical Manual is 
updated. While Newsdisk will not be 
available free of charge. as_ the 
newsletter currently is, the January 
and February issues of the disk will 
cost just £1 so that people can get a 
taste of just what Newsdisk will be 
delivering each month. Subsequent 
issues will cost £2.50 each. or £6 for a 
3 issue subscription. 

With the supply of information now 
coming monthly via Newsdisk. the 
0898 SAM Hotline service is being 
closed in the New Year. Orders for 
the first issue are being taken now and 

_ we look forward to seeing the January 
issue which is due out on January 
20th 1992. 

Calling all 
News Hacks 
The S&SC news ‘dragnet’ tres to 
spread itself over as big an area as 
possible. While we always find more 
news stories than other magazines, 
there are always some which slip 
through the net. This is where you can 
help us. The informal nature of most 

:ompames means that it often the 
customers who find out about 
something first. So if you know 
someting that we don’t, please call 
ind tell us. We'll even credit vour 
supscription with 2 extra issues for it. 

1n 
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New Show to take 
All Format’s crown? 
The Computer Technology Fair is a new show which is set to give the 
All Formats a run for its money. With an All Formats show now taking 
place somewhere virtually every week-end until July, the Computer 
Technology Fair is in direct competition. 

A number of dates have already been announced. They are as follows: 
Birmingham on 12th January (clashes with All Formats in Leeds), 
Brighton on 25th January, London on Ist February (clashes with All 
Formats at Donington Park), Kent on 8th February (clashes with All 
Formats in Glasgow), Cardiff on 7th March, and Manchester on a yet 

undisclosed date. 

No precise on the venues were available at the time of press. For more 
information, telephone CTF on 0273 607633 or write to 50 Grand 
Parade, Brighton, BN2 2QA. 

New All Formats venues 
The full list of venues for the All 

Formats Shows is as follows: 

North West - Haydock Park. J23 

M6. 

West Midlands - The national 
Motorcycle Museum, 
Birmingham. J6 M42. 
North - University Sports Centre, 

Calverley Street, Leeds. 
Scotland - City Hall, Candleriggs, 

Full further details telephone John 
Riding on 0225 868100 for more 
details. 

West - Brunel 

Centre, Temple 
Meads. Bristol. 

Fact Midlands - 

Donington Park. 
I23A M1. 

Glasgow. 

Nonhunbria Cenve,| SUMCIZU? & SAM 
Washington. COMPUTING 

A194(M). 

‘inden mina, | Bringing you the news 
that matters... 
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SANITAPE 2+4 

* MAKES SAM ACT AS A SPECTRUM 
* WORKS ON MOST PROGRAMS 
* EASY COPY PROGRAMS TO DISK/TAPE 

* ACCEPTS +D/DISCIPLE SNAP SHOTS 
* EMULATES TASWORD 2, DTP BY PCG 
* LUIST/LPRINT,ETC. ALL KEYS WORK 

VERSION 4 EXTRAS INCL SCREEN COPY, 

DISK MANAGER + DOCTOR | 
REPAIR/VERIFY TRACKS | 
1/2 DRIVES + 256/512K SAMS | 
EASY + V.FAST FILE COPIER | 
MAX _5 SWOPS FOR FULL DISK | 
SUPERB ERASE, UNERASE, ETC | 
FULL INFO INCL TO PRINTER | 
BOOT PROGRAM. RAVE REVIEWS | 

ON DISK FOR ONLY £10.89 

%*# £2 EF 

COMPRESSION OF FILES SAVES 10-60% 
CHANGE PALETTE COLOURS, SEARCH, ETC 
VER 3 FOR DISK, OR 3T-TAPE £10.99 
VERSION 4 - ROM2+DISK - £11.99 

RIL 
5000 ADDRESSES AND/OR PHONE NUMBERS | 
A DISK. SEARCH/AMEND/ALPHABETIC SORT. 
PRINT LABELS, ETC. HOME/BUSINESS. £8.50 SAM ASSEMBLER 3 

ASSEMBLER - FULL SCREEN EDITOR, AUTO 
TAB, LIST LABELS, HEX/BIN/DEC, DUMPS, SAM TOOLKIT 

INCL SAM ASSEM.3 + REVERSE ASSEMBLER 
(MAKES S.FILE FROM CODE), 2ND DISASSEM, 
GUIDE FOR WRITING CODE ON SAM, MEMORY 
PAGING, ROM/RAM, EXAMPLES, ETC. £14.50 

PRINTER, ERROR MESSAGES ETC. INCLUDES 
DISASSEMBLER + MONITOR/SINGLESTEP TO 
DEBUG CODE. 64 COL SCREEN. SCRATCH 
PAD. INCL 256+512K VERSIONS £10.99 

TAPE UTILITY D - TAPE TO TAPE BACK UP OF MOST SPECTRUM 
PROGRAMS. CONVERTS MANY FOR RELIABLE LOADING - £8.50. 

TRANSPACK 2 (TP2) - TAPE TO DISK/M-DRIVE TRANSFER. 
1000’S OF PROGRAMS INCL CLICKY, FIREBIRD, SPEEDLOCK. £11.99 
NOT FOR NOVICE. INFORMATION BOOKS 1,2,3. £2.50 EACH. 
INFO OF 100’S OF TRANSFERS TP2 CAN’T DO AUTOMATICALLY. 
Z80 TOOLKIT - "BRILLIANT PACKAGE" - YS 7/88. M/CODE 
PACKAGE SIMILAR TO SAM TOOLKIT. A REAL MUST! £8.99. 

PLUS3MATE AND MICROMATE - SIMILAR TO SAMDISK BUT FOR +3 AND 
M/DRIVE RESPECTIVELY. WILL CLONE, COPY FILES, SECTOR EDITOR 
ETC. SUPERB DOCTOR/TOOLKIT. +3MATE £12.99. MICROMATE £11.99 

* MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
* SUPER UPDATE SERVICE 
UK POST FREE, +£1 EUROPE, +£2 REST. DISKS 3° £2.20 EACH, 3.5" 70P EACH. 
ALL MIN 4 POST FREE. SAE FOR DETAILS. PROP:L.EVANS. TEL (091) 2533615. 

LERM, DEPT GAR1, 11 BEACONSFIELD CLOSE, WHITLEY BAY. NE25 9UW. 
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Technical 
DOS Patch 

A program to allow 
disc usage with the 

RAM Music Machine. 

om Rowland says, 
ear pres is nothing 

vr errhp 

de Aliak Mhabinrtoent 
Ae 

any differently 
before. But it does work. 
The files are placed in 
your public domain 

kibrary. They are: 
Reb Dec Pith Ann 

and Patch Bas. The Asm 
file ts in DEVPAC format 
Sao wart te 

isting bere). The Bas 
copie tbetade ina REM 
into position, the loads the 
original RAM MM code 

Suck teaa atlantic 
modifications to the code 

and saves the new version 
to disc." 

RAM jamming 

The RAM Music Machine 
has become one of the 
most widely used musical 
aids used on a Spectrum. 
Unfortunately, due to 
hardware incompatabilities 
and tape-based software, 
+3 and +2A users haven't 
been able to take full 
advantage of the device. 

However, in this article 
Garry Rowland, publisher 
of Music Writer, reveals 
how to get things working. 

By Garry Rowland 

onthe +3 
he RAM Music Machine requires 
+9v from the Spectrum’s expansion 
port, which unfortunately the +3 or 
+2A doesn’t provide due to a bit of 
Amstrad’s "wisdom". There are a 

“= couple of ways of resolving this 
problem. Firstly, the interface can be modified so 
that it can use the +3’s +12v line. This will void 
the warranty though. Alternatively, you can use 
the Fixit adaptor from BG Services which 
converts the +3 or +2A’s expansion port into one 
which is compatible with all the old Spectrum 
add-ons, including the RAM Music Machine. 

The RAM Music Machine DOS Patch was 
written for the current version of the Music 
Machine supplied by Datel Electronics. There 
may well be other versions which will not work 
with this patch. Different versions are unlikely to 
require anything more than a few addresses to be 

; RAM Music Machine DOS PATCH 
; Public Domain software by G.Rowland 

ORG 26062-13 

LOADDRV: EQU #5B79 
SAVEDRV: EQU #5B7A 
BANK M: EQU #5B5C 
EXH:.:: EQU #9998 ; Exit thru #9998 
resets stack and retums to command loop 

: copy INIT routine and patch into position 
EMCPY: ADD HL,BC ;get address of INIT 

LD DE #65EB ; destination 
LD BC,938 ; length of 

LDIR 
RET ; Retum to BASIC 

INIT+PATCH 

12 Sinehir & SAW ConrOenTa 

changed. The assembler source file is included to 
facilitate any amendments required for different 
patch versions. 

Using the DOS Patch 
The LOAD/SAVE menu can be used to save and 
load files to tape as before, by using the standard 
+3 syntax: “t:” to change drive to tape, “t:name” 
to perform tape operation. Once the load drive 
has been set to "T", null "" names can be used. 
Note that files saved as "t:name” will not load as 
"name", but will load as "" or "t:name”. 

Disc operations use the current default 
drive. Drive names can be included to save or 
load files using a specific drive. Drives A, B and 
M are available. 

The CAT option catalogues the last drive 
used (A, B or M). User area numbers are not 
supported. 

- INIT copy of RRM Code 
INIT: LD HL,SSLD 

LD GAD2) HL ; Replaces old table 

LD A,#C3; Call to save routine 
LD (#9A1A),A ; redirected to new 
LD HL,DOSSV ; DOS routine 
LD (#9A1B),HL 

; Modify a calling routine so that it doesn’t enter 
beyond redirection 

LD A,#1A 
LD (#OAOC(, a 

; Change start of SAVE TUNE routine so that it 
doesn't get filename twice 

LD HL,#99E8 
LD (#6ADC),HL 

; Replaces SAVE EVERYTHING with 
CATALOGUE DRIVE 

entry 



LD HL,CATLG 
LD (@#6AE1),HL 
LD HL, MENU4 
LD DE,#70C9 
LD BC,16 
LDIR 
RET 

MENU4: DEFN "Catalogue drive” 
DEFB 0 

; +3DOS Patch Starts Here 
; Enter with drive to check in (DE) 
CHKDRV: LD A,(#A615) 

CP “" ; Check for change of drive 
RET NZ 
LD A,(HL) ; Get new drive 
CP "A" 
JR Z,ACPTDR 
CP "B" 
JR Z,ACPTDR 
CP "M" 
JR Z,ACPTDR 
cP*™ 
RET NZ; Ignore invalid drive 
LD (DE),A ; Set tape drive 
LDA,C 
CP 2 
RET NZ ; Return if "t:name” 
JP EXIT ; Exit if just “t” 

PUSH HL 
PUSH BC 
CALL BASDOS 
CALL #012D 
CALL BASDOS 
POP BC 
POP HL 
INC HL ~ 
INC HL ; Skip filena 
DEC C 
DEC C 
JP Z,EXIT ; Exit to command if only 

drive change 
; COpy name over drive name 

INC C; Include end marker 
LD DE,#A614 
LD BO 
LDIR 

ACPTDR: 

RET 
; Get filename upto 12 char long 
; Exit with number char input in C 
FNAME: LD HL,#A6AD; init TAPE HEADER 

LD DE,#A6AE 
LD BC,9 ; Max length of tape name 
LD (HL),#20 
LDIR 
LD IX,#7080 ; Point to menu in use 
CALL #834D ; Clear menu pane! 
LD HL,#9A60 ; Print “Enter filename” 
CALL #81E7 
LD B,12 ; Max length of DOS name 
CALL #83E4 ; input filename 
LD A,B 
ORC 
RET Z; return if no name 

; Copy name to tape header 
LD DE,#A6AD 
LD HL,#A614 
LD A,B 
CP 11 
JR C,CPYNME 
LD B,10 ; Max 10 char for tape 

header 
CPYNME: 

DJNZ CPYNME 
LD B,C ; Restore name length 

; Now force caps on DOS copy of name 
LD HL,#A614 
FCAP: LD A,(HL) 

DJNZ FCAP 
wt ee 
R 

aa a re 
BASDOS: DI 

PUSH AF 
PUSH BC 
LD BC, #7FFD 
LD A(BANK M) 
XOR #17 
LD (BANK M),A 
OUT CA 
POP BC 
POP AF 
El 
RET 

; DOS Save routine 
DOSSV: CALL FNAME 

LD A,B 
ORC 
JP Z,EXIT 
LD DE,SAVDRV 
CALL GHKDRV 
LD B,C 
LD A,(SAVDRV) 
GP "tT" 
JP Z,#9ACD ; to tape save routine 

JP NC,DOSERR 
LD HL,#A614 
LD BC,#0102 ; File number and 

access mode ‘ 
LD DE,#0103 ; Create and open 

CALL #0106 ; Open file named in 

JP NC,DOSERR 
LD B,1 ; File number 
CALL #010F ; Create DOS ref head 
LD A,(#ACAC); Get file type 
PUSH IX ; Get ref head 
POP DE ; into DE 
LD (DE),A 
INC DE 
LD HL,#A6B7 ; Copy tape head to 

LD BC,6 
LDIR 
LD BC,#0100 ; File & page number 
LD DE,(#A6B7) ; Get length 
LD HL,(#A6B9) ; Address of bytes to 

CALL #0115 ; Write bytes 
JP re 

a 
CALL #0109 ; Close file 
JP NC,DOSERR 
CALL BASDOS 
RET 

; DOS Load Routine 
DOSLD: CALL BASDOS 

LD A,(LODDRV) 
CALL #012D ; Set drive 
JR NC,DOSERR 
LD HL,#A614 
LD BC,#0101 ; File number and 

access mode 
LD DE,#0001 ; Create & open action 
CALL #0106 ; Open file named in 

JR NC,DOSERR 
LD B,1 ; File number 
CALL #010f ; create DOS ref head 
PUSH IX 
POP HL 
LD A,(HL) ; Get file type 
LD (#A6AC),A 

action 

(HL) 

DOS head 

save 

(HL) 

INSTRUCTIONS 

The get everything up 
and running follow 
these steps: 

1. Type in the listing 
and assemble it 
2. Exit from your 
assembler into Basic 
3. Load the DOS Patch 
code 
4. Load the RAM Music 
Machine code from the 
RMM cassette, with 
LOAD ™ CODE 27000 
5. Type RANDOMIZE 
USR 26062 
6. With the RMM code 
now altered, type SAVE 
“A:3MM.EXE" CODE 
26124,39474 to save 
the new code file onto 
disc 
7. Reset your computer 
and type in the 
following program: 

10 CLEAR 26123 
20 LOAD "3MM.EXE" 
CODE 
30 RANDOMIZE USR 
27000 

8. Type SAVE "DISK" 
LINE 10 to save the 
program (make sure it 
is on the same disc as 
the 3MM.EXE file) 
9. The process is now 
complete, with the disc 
automatically running 
from the +3’s main 
menu. 

> 
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lf you want to get 
hold of a RAM 
Music Machine 
then contact Date/ 
Electronics on 

0782 744707. 

The Fixit is 
available from BG 
Services. 
Telephone 081 397 
0763 for more 

details. 

< INC HL 
LD DE,#A6B7) 
LD BC,6 ; make copy of header 
LDIR 
CALL BASDOS 
SCF ; File header read 
RET 

: Continue with load if room for file 
LDCONT: 

to 

ERMSG : 
ERNUM : 

CALL BASDOS 
LD DE(#A6B7) ; Get length 
LD HL«#A6B9) ; Get address to load 

LD B,1 ; File number 
LD C,0 ; Page number 
CALL #0112 ; Read file 
JR NC,DOSERR 
LD B,1 
CALL #0109 : Close file 
JR NC,DOSERR 
CALL BASDOS 
SCF ; Flag successful! joad 
RET 
DEFM "+3 DOS error number ” 
DEFB #30,#30,0 

; Errors must exit through here 
; A=0 close file and retum 
, A=1-26 Close file, report DOS error and return 
; A>252 Close file and exit to RMM report 

RMMERR: CALL BASDOS ; make sure DOS 
paged in 
DOSERR: PUSH AF 

close 

message 

LD B,1 
CALL #01089 ; Try closing file 
LD B,1 
CALL NC,#010C ; Abort if you can’t 

CALL BASDOS 
POP AF 
ORA 
RET Z 
LD HL,#9D05 : Wrong file type 
CP #FF 
JP Z,#9CAC 
LD HL,#9CFO ; Not enough memory 
CP #FE 
JP Z,#9CAC 
LD HL,#9D18 ; No free samples! 
CP #FD 
JP Z,#98CAG 
CALL H2DEC 
LD (ERNUM),DE 
LD 1X,#7080 
CALL #834D ; Clear panel/window 
LD HL,ERMSG 
CALL #81E7 ; Print DOS error 

LD HL,#9D2B ; Hit any key! 
CALL #81E7 
LD B.2 
CALL #8499 ; Wait for key press 
ORA 
RET 

; LOAD SAMPLE IF FILE TYPE=4 
; LOAD SONG IF FILE TYPE=5 
SSLD: CALL FNAME 

LD DE,LODDRV 
LDAB 
ORC 
JR NZ,SSLD2 
LD A,(DE) 
CP T 

: Load from tape if ™ null name 
JP Z,#9B8B 

‘ No action when ™ used on drive A/B/ or M 
I 

SSLD2: 
JP EXIT 
CALL CHKDRV 
LDB,C 
LD A(LODDRV) 
CP"T™ 
JP Z,#9B8B ; Load from tape 

SOUT LEIS 

CALL DOSLD ; Get DOS header 
JP NC,EXIT ; Branch if load error 
LD A,(#A6AC) 
CP 4 ; Sample file type 
JP NZ,LDSNG 

; Load Sample 
CALL CHKTOP ; Look for free 

sample area to load into 

FNDFRE: 

found 

FRESMP: 

sample 

load 

LD B.9 : Number of samples to test 
LD C,0 ; sample number 
PUSH BC 
LD A,C 
LD HL,#A6BD. 
GALL #872A ; get sample C 
CALL #99D5 ; get length of sample 
LD DE,6 
OR A 
SBC HL,DE 
POP BC 
JR Z,FRESMP ; branch if free sample 

INC C ; point to next sample 
DJNZ FNDFRE 
LD A,#FD ; No free samples 
JP RAMERR 
LD A,C 
LD HL,#A6BD 
CALL #872A ; get address of free 

LD (#A6B9),HL 
PUSH HL 
LD HL,(#A6B7) ; get length of file to 

LD DE,6 
OR A 

: Make sure bad load leaves null sample 
LD HL,(#A6B7) 
LD BC,6 
OR A 
SBC HL,BC 
LD B,H 
LD C,L 
LD HL,(#A6B9) 
INC HL 
CALL #8DFC 
LD DE,(#A6B9) 
LD HL,#9D83 
LD BC.6 
LDIR 
JP EXIT 

- Exit if room for file 
CHKTOP: CALL #8E4A 

LD DE,(#AGCF) 
INC DE 
LD HL,O 
OR A 
SBC HL,DE 
LD DE,(#A6B7) ; length of block 
OR A 
SBC HL,DE 
LD A,#FE ; Not enough memory 
JP C,RMMERR 
RET 

‘ Make room for file 
MKROOM: LD A,B 

ORA 
RET Z 
PUSH HL 
LD HL,(#A6CF) ; get top 
ORA 
ADC HL,BC : Amount of room rec. 
POP HL 
LD A,#FE 



JP C,RMMERR 
JP #8DE0 ; Make room 

; LOAD SONG 
LDSNG: 

load 

; Tidy Up? 

CP 5 
LD A,#FF ; Wrong file type 
JP NZ,RMMERR 
CALL CHKTOP 
LD DE,#AACF 
LD HL,(#A6D1) 
ORA 
SBC HL,DE 
LDB, 
LDC,L 
LD H,D 
LOL E 
CALL #8DFC 
LD HL,(#A6B7) ; length of song to 

LD BC,#01FE 
ORA 
SBC HL,BC 
LD B,H 
LD C,L ; length of song-510 bytes 
LD HL,#AACF 
CALL MKROOM 
LD HL,O 
LD BC,#A6D3) 
ORA 
SBC HL,BC 
LDB, 
LDO,L 
LD HL,1 
CALL #8E68 
CALL LDCONT ; Load song 

LD BC,#A6D3 

LD HL,#AACF 
LD(#A6CD),HL 
JP EXIT 

; Catalogue current default device 

NXNME: 

marks 

CALL #81C6 ; Clear screen 
LD BC,9 
CALL #82BA ; et print colour 
CALL BASDO 
LD HL,#CO0 ; siias directory area 
LD DE,#C001 ; on page 7 
LD BC,1024 
LD (HL),O 
LD 

LD HL, ‘CATNME 
CALL #011E ; DOS catalogue 
JR NC,CATX 
LD A,B ; get directory length 
CP 2 
JR C,CATX ; branch if disc empty 
DEC A 
LD (CATN),A 
LD HL,#CO0oD 

CALL PNAME 
DEC HL 
LD A,".” ; Field separator 
LDC,4 
CALL PTYPE 
LD A,(H) ; Get MSB of file length 
CALL H2DEC 
LD (HL),E ; Place ASCII where it 
INC HL ; can be picked up by 
LD (HL),D ; PTYPE call 
DEC HL 
DEC HL 
LD A," ; one space between quote 

LDC,3 

CALL PTYPE 
PUSH HL 
CALL #82CD 
LD C,7 
INC B ; Move cursor down 
LD A,B 
CP 21 
JR C,CNME 
CALL #8499 ; Wait for key 
CALL #81C6 ; then start new screen 
LD BC,12 

CNME: CALL #82BA 
POP HL 
LD A,(CATN) 
DECA 
LD (CATN),A 
JR NZ,NXNME 
CALL #8499 

CATX: CALL BASDOS 
; Restore LOADJSAVE screen 

LD 1X,#7080 
LD HL,#6AC4 
PUSH HL 
JP #6A46 

; Print filename 
PNAME: LDA,(HL); fetch character 
; Enter here to er type field & K size 
PT YPE: PUSH HL 

CALL BASDOS ; Make sure BASIC 

CALL #82E5 
CALL BASDOS ; Get cat page 7 back 
POP HL 
ING HL 
DEC C 
JR NZ,PNAME 
ET R 

; Convert hex to two ASCII decimal numbers (0- 
99 ) 
H2DEC: LD DE,#0030 
CNVN: CP 10 

JR C,SETASC 
INC E 
SUB 10 
JR CNVN 

SETASC: ADD A,#30 
LDD,A 

paged in 

CATN: DEFB 0 
CATNME: DEFM“*.** 

DEFB #FF 

; RAM Music Machine goes here 

THE RAM MUSIC MACHINE | 

The RAM Music Machine is a technically impressive piece of 
hardware. Designed by the Flare team, most of which were 
ex-Sinclair Research employees, the device has gained a 
wide popularity. Comprising sampling and MIDI facilities, it is 
both a cheap and comprehensive package. While the 
hardware is excellent (it can sample at over 19,000 samples 
per second), the supplied software is considered rather a let 
down (although this article goes some way to redress this). 

The MIDI facilty includes MIDI In, Out and Thru, all via 
standard DIN sockets. Sound output is stereo and you can 
easily link the device to either a hi-fi or headphones. Input is 
via a supplied microphone with a slider giving control of input. 

While the RAM Music Machine was unavailable for some 
time, Datel Electronics are now selling stocks at an extremely 
reasonable £49.99. 
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I think somebody was giving me a gentle 

nudge when | was sent Kobrahsoft’s Diary to 
review. Being disorganised and sending copy 

after deadlines for inclusion in S&SC is 
something I get moaned at lot for. I’m told 
that being organised is a “good thing’. ] have 
my doubts. | 

Anyway. on with the show as they say. The 

program is basically a calendar and filing 

utility for the Spectrum +3 supplied on a 

single 3" disk. Upon loading the program you 
are presented with the title page giving you 
three options: DATES. NAMES and SETUP. 

Pressing either D. N or S selects the 
appropriate option. 

Taking the DATES option first. this is the 
diary section of the program. You are then 
given the option of loading a new diary file 

from disk. loading the default file or starting 
a new file from scratch. Whichever you 
choose. you will be presented with the main 
diary screen containing a calendar display at 

the top of the screen, the daily notes window 

and a biorhythms display on the bottom of 
the page (more about biorhythms later). 

The calendar display is accompanied with the 

date being displayed. Should there be any 

Sinaki? & SAW 
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Kobrahsoft 
Diary 

notes available for the day highlighted on th 

calendar. these are displayed in the note 
display. Using the cursor keys, one can selec 

any day in the month displayed in the 
calendar and by pressing SYMBOL SHIF1 

and the left or right cursor keys you can gc 

back or forward a month. Using SYMBOL 

SHIFT and the up or down cursor keys 
enables you to jump back or forward by 

whole year. Pressing the D key allows the 
direct entry of a date, e.g. 12/08/1991. The 
program is able to operate within the dates 

01/01/1910 to 31/05/2089 - quite long 
enough for us all. 

Notes can be added to any day very easily. 

Pressing the N key takes you into the editor 
mode which allows notes for a range of days 

to be edited, created. deleted or saved to disk. 

Editing a day's notes enables you to enter 

four lines of text. This doesn’t look at first as 
if it will be enough space. but as most of us 
write diary entries in note form | guess that 
you won't find it too limiting. 

However. one major gripe that ] have is 

that the text entry in this mode is too slow. 
While to a slow typist this problem will be 

transparent. to a faster typist you need to 
keep referring to the screen to make sure that 

you have not typed too fast for the program 



and characters have been missed out. 

The Address Book part of the program, 
denoted by NAMES on the title screen allows 
you to keep all your personal or business 
contacts in order. Like with the diary part of 
the program you are initially given the option 
to load a saved file, load the default file or to 

create a new file. The main address book 
screen consists of a display of four entries in 
the address book. One of these four entries 
will be highlighted. Using the up and down 
cursor keys you can scroll through your entire 
address book to find a specific entry, or press 

the letters A-Z or numbers 0-9 to 

automatically jump to the first entry in your 
address book which begins with that letter or 
number. Since the program automatically 
sorts your entries into alphanumeric order, | 
have found this last feature to be of immense 

usefulness in locating data quickly and easily. 

Editing an entry is achieved by highlighting 
the required entry and pressing the ENTER 
key which brings up another menu at the foot 
of the screen which contains options to save 
your data, edit an entry, insert new entries, 
delete existing entries and to find an entry. 

This last option is again useful, as it will 
find information ‘on the fly’ as you type in 
your search criteria. This facilitates easy 
location of data. 

The biorhythms in the diary section of the 
program are a real oddity. Why the author 
decided to put them into the program is a 
question we could probably ponder upon for 
a good deal of time. But seeing as they are 
there, we must take a look at them. 
Biorhythms are supposed to reflect our 
physical, emotional and intellectual state on 
any given day. We are told in the instructions 
booklet which accompanies the program that 
we can use biorhythms to our ‘considerable 
advantage’, i.e. on a bad day we can be more 
cautious of bad events ’waiting’ to occur. 

Then there are things call ‘critical days’ 
which basically means that the day is going 
to be one long personal hell. Heaven forbid, 
that a ‘double critical day’ occurs! 

Frankly, | find all this to bit a bit sceptical 

to say the least. But as they say, ‘whatever 
lights your fire’. 
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The program makes good use of the 
Spectrum +3’s extra memory capabilities. 
The program is able to keep various size 
combinations of the diary and address book 
data in the memory at one time. 

The instructions booklet which accompanies 
the program is fairly detailed, and while on 
screen options lists remind you of the keys 
you need to press, the booklet should be 
initially read through so you can get an idea 
of how the program works. 

An annoying feature of some disk 
based programs (and Kobrahsoft Diary is 
no exception) is that when a DOS error 
occurs they simply give you the DOS 
error number. For example, ’DOS error 
2’ - what? I wish programs would give 
you an account of what has happened in 
plain English so we don’t have to either 
refer to the +3 manual or the program’s 
documentation to find out what has 
gone wrong. 

Getting a hard copy of the contents of 
one of your address books or diaries is 
achieved with the help of a separate 
BASIC program on the disk. The 
program is documented in the 
instructions booklet with detailed of 
how to alter it for compatability with 
your particular printer. 

So what do I think of the program? 
- Well, its nicely presented and is 
certainly very useful - even for organised 
people. The program is easy to use 
and the screen displays give you all 
the information you need to know to 
get through the program without too 
much reference to the instructions 
booklet. 

However, such things as the slow 

text entry in the diary and address @ 
book parts of the program detract & 

from the overall usefulness of the MiSs Slow text entry will annoy medium-to-fast typists 
Pe : Annoying 'DOS Error’ reports 

For value for money, at £12.95 it 
is fairly good value. However, if you Bt - 
already have another similar program fe 
you may like to take a closer look at 
the program before you part with your 
hard earned. 

COUPYILIO 

VERDICT 
Nice range of features 
Easy to use 
Fairly good value for money 



Down in the 
Dumps 

sct of programs arc available 
from PBT Electronics which 
allow you to print mode 4 screens 
to colour printers such as the 

= LC10 and LC200 (or 
compatibles). 

The only imstructions which are supplied 
with the disc is the obligatory "F9 TO 
LOAD" on the disc itself, which produces a 
menu comprising the following:- Version 1 
and 2 colour dumps, 2 routines to modify 
FLASH to print in colour, one for SAMDOS 
and one for MasterDOS. There is also an 
information file on the FLASH 
modifications. 

The first thing I did was to get a print out 
of the Colour Chart. This shows a selection 
of the 64 “different” colours. Each colour is 
given 2 reference numbers. For those not 
conversant with colours printers, the nbbons 
has yellow, red, blue and black tracks. 

Additional colours are obtained by 
overprinting. For example, green is achieved 
by printing blue on yellow, orange by 
printing red on yellow and mauve by red on 
blue. The makes the 7 basic colours for the 
printer. However, the program generates 
further colours by further overprinting. For 
example, brown is achieved by printing black 
on red, another shade of brown is achieved 

with printing orange (which in itself is red on 
yellow) on black, green on green gives a dark 

. . si green, yellow on green gives a light green 
Malcolm Perry Inv estigates a New utility for SAM and green on black gives a very dark green. 
. . : ‘, And there is of course, the normal shade of Coupé users which enables screens to be printed out in proce, which I cannot decide i ble on proc, 

full colour to a Star printer, should be classed as a shade of green or bluc! 
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I used the phrase °64 "different" colour’ 
above because there is a lot of duplication in 
the colour chart. The colour value 7 is the 
paper colour or print nothing. and orange is 
show separately in the chart as orange on 7. 
7 on orange. yellow on red and red on 
yellow. Taking such duplications into 
account the number of variations is nearer 
30. It is open to discussion if for example red 
on blue gives a different shade of mauve to 
blue on red. I do recommend that as much as 
possible, yellow is not printed on top of 
another colour because it can "pick up" that 
other colour and become dirty very quickly. 
The original MGT colour dump had this 
fault of printing yellow second but when I 
altered the routine to print yellow first the 
ribbon life was greatly extended. 

The COLSWAP routine provides the 
facilities to alter the colours of a screen prior 
to printing it out. Any colour can be changed 
to any other. This are global changes 
throughout the screen, so use of the 
RAMLOAD and RAMSAVE options is 
advised incase you change your mind about 
altermg colours. These RAM disc features 
do not need MasterDOS to be present 
incidentally. 

The main disadvantage is that only the 
default 16 colours are used and any screen 
which is loaded is set to these colours. 
Screens that were composed using a wider 
range of colours. or even with the line 
interrupt to change the palette can look 
somewhat psychedelic and may need a lot of 
work to give a decent printout. 

There is not an exit option in the menu. so 
the routine has to be exited by ESC or by the 
BREAK button. followed by F9 to reboot the 

HEIGHT WODE WIDTH APPROX SIZE cm 

20w 14h 

11 7 

11 7 

16 14 

16 14 

14 7 
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C-OMPUTIN 

disc. 

The Version 1 Dump is introduced with tw 
screens full of information followed by a lis 
of screen to printer colours - which seems t 
contain some wrong information. After | 
further information screens you ar 
prompted to enter the height, dot density 
width. number of head passes, margin an. 
finally the filename of the screen you wan 
to print out. Not that if a load fails. th 
program stops with an error and a restar 
takes you through all the preliminaries ag ain 
Having loaded the screen it is then printe 
out automatically. 

This printout, as with COLSWAP. onl: 
uses the default colours of the SAM and ar 
not changeable. On completion you ar 
given the option to print another copy. 

Version 2 Dump has the main advantage o 
that in COLSWAP a screen keeps it 
original colours intact and the PEN colou 
chart is set to these colours. This means tha 
screens are kept intact irrespective of whicl 
of the 128 colours were used. It is also o 
great advantage in that the colours in th 
dump can be set to give close approximate iz 
the printed copy as Version 2 allows th 
changing of screen to printer colou 
representation. 

Having obtained the colour chart when : 
screen has been loaded into COLSWAI 
(V2) the pen colours can be compared witl 

the chart and the most appropriate matcl 
obtained. DUMP V2’s introduction and se 
up process is much the same as version 1°: 
expect that at the colour table values car 
now be changed. On completing the set uy 
process, the screen file is loaded and ther 

printed. 
This routine is somewhat slower thar 

Version | with 30+ minutes the normal prin’ 
out time per screen. The printer is not at al. 
fast and has to make more passes and colow 
changes per line. A random count gave 2$ 
passes and 17 colour changes just to prin 
one line. However, remember that there ar« 
over 49000 pixels to be processed and 1 
pixel may need as many as 4 colours to be 
overprinted. 

To put things into perspective. the 
program takes about 9 seconds to look at ¢ 
blank line and decide that there is nothing tc 
print and around 3 minutes for a complete 
blank screen to be covered without sending 
any data to the printer. 

The modifications to FLASH are _ best 



attempted on a copy of the FLASH program 
just in case something goes wrong. The 
modification is fully automatic and well 
screen prompted. In FLASH the QUIT 
option in the FILE menu is changed to 
MENU, and when the modification is in 
place the MENU option brings up an 
additional on-screen menu which allows you 
to do a version 1 or version 2 dump, or 
options to invert, mirror or shrink the screen. 
The shrink option lets you reduce the screen 
and has 6 degrees of shrink. Screen 
definition is retained quite well. 

If MasterDOS is used then additional 
facilities are provided to format and close 
ramdrives and copy files. 

Now for some observations and my thoughts 
on the routines. As far as the Flash 
modification is concerned the process is well 
prompted and | have not found any problems 
with it so far. 

The lack of documentation accompanying 
the program will leave less competent users 
in a frustrating position and trial and error is 
the only way certain things can be found out 
about the program. This is especially the 
case in the COLSWAP and DUMP 
programs as the actual setting up of the 
colour dump does leave the user to fend for 
themselves. For example, the user is 
expected to work out which combinations of 
graphics mode work with which height and 
width settings and which do not. As there are 
some 40 possible variations of print size and 
density, 30 minutes per test print is a long, 
and a lot of paper and nbbon wear and tear. 
However, probably only a sixth of these are 
really meant to go together. The others can 
be used for special effects such as enlarging 
part of the screen. For example, 60 dots per 
inch with width 3 would stretch 
the left-hand third of the screen 
to full page width. The greater 
the DPI (dots per inch) the 

have preferred to be able to go from 
COLSWAP to DUMP in each version (and 
back) at least. Especially as it is almost a 
necessity to use COLSWAP before DUMP 
in version 2 to get colour references. 

In version 2 after entering the colour data 
to suit a particular screen there is no 
provision to save these values for future use. 
It is lost and has be to re-entered on each 
load. There can be as many as 32 entries to 
be made. For those with a programming 
knowledge who may like to add such a 
routine, the colour table is held at 16726 to 

16757. 

During the setting up of a screen dump, | 
would have preferred that after a loading 
error you would be able to immediately re- 
enter a new file name without having to start 
from scratch each time. A simple spelling 
error is a common problem so a chance to 
call up the DIR is an advantage. 

The bottom line is that I consider the set of 
programs to be worth the asking price. 
However, it should not be left upto the user 
to try to alter the program to get the best 
performance from it. 

The program is available from: 

PBT ELECTRONICS Lid. 
Unit 17, 
Port Talbot Workshops, 
Addison Road, 
Port Talbot, 

West Glamorgan, 
SA12 6HZ. 
Telephone: 0639 885008 

Price: £8.99 + £1 P&P. 

denser the print and so better the ® Md Does the job it sets out to 
quality. However, this also 
increase the time to print the 
screen out. 

The table on the previous 
page shows some example 
combinations which I have 
found to work okay. 

I find that the lack of exit option 
and not being able to swap 
between the routines other than 
by breaking the program and 
reloading a bit of a pest. I would 

Value for money 

No printed documentation provided 
Program not very user friendly - needs a re-write 
Quite slow 
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Welcome to our new look Public 
Domain library for the Spectrum. As 
you will scc, cvcry program on cach 
of the ten Spectrum +3 discs available 
is described below so that you can 
quickly find the program you need. 

We’ve also had some additions 
to the library so we’ve added a tenth 
disc to the library. However, we also 
had a mishap with a couple of our 
master discs becoming corrupted, so 
the contents of disk 1 have had to be 
cut down while new copies of the 
corrupted programs are located. 

Lack of interest in our PD 

§ Headioad - Alters a 
file’s header (e.g. 
BASIC to m/c). 

: Great for hackers! 
Author: Brian Gaff. 

DISK 1 §Headcopy - Copies 
tape headers to 

disk. Author: Brian Gaff. 
CATAIl - CATs all 16 user areas of 
a disk, including hidden files. Print 
option. Author: Brian Gaff. 
Parameters - Sets the disk drive 
parameters to make it faster and 
quieter. Author: Brian Gaff. 
April Menu - Displays a fake +3 
main menu, which could be altered 
as required. Author: Gary Stimson. 
CAT - Stores a disk catalogue in 
memory for use in your own 
programs. Author: Daniel Garner. 
K Free - When called, returns with 
the number of K free on a disk. 
Author: Daniel Garner. 
Axel F - Excellent 128K version of 
the famous tune. Author: Daniel 
Garner. 
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cassettes has also meant that it was no 
longer cost effective to distribute it on 
such a small scalc. However, instcad 
of the previous range of 9 cassettes, 
we are compiling all the cassette PD 
onto just a few C90 cassettes so that 
when people do order cassette PD 
there is less hassle for us. Once, these 
cassettes are finished and sent off to 
the duplicators, you'll be the first to 
know, through the pages of S&SC of 
course! 

Finally, if you have any questions 
about a particular piece of public 

= Securelt - Conceals 
any numbers ina 
BASIC program so 
that they appear 
differently to a 

DISK 2 hacker. Author: 
Daniel Gamer. 

AutoSecurelt - Fast automated 
version of Securelt. Author: Gary 
Stimson and Daniel Garner. 
Logo - Simple program to create 
interesting screens (not a LOGO 
language). Author: Owen Brown. 
Vector 3D - Allows you to 
experiment with vector graphics. 
Author: Owen Brown. 
Other Worlds - Allows screens to 
be mapped onto a spherical 
object. Author: Geoff Wearmouih. 
Varisave - Enables more than one 
array to be saved at the same 
time. Author: Chezron Software. 
Multi-Flash - Psychedelic attribute 
scrolling! Author: Paul Monaghan. 
Trans 48 - Use in your own 
programs to enter 48K mode from 
+3 BASIC without the usual error 

domain software, i.e. if you think 1 
will suit your needs or just help ix 
using it, then plcasc tclcphonc us or 
0582 472067 (afternoons only please 
and we'll give you all the help we 
can. 

We’ve also streamlined our systen 
too, and we can supply PD either or 
our own 3” disks, or if you prefer, or 
a 3" disk which you supply. We alsc 
now guarantee to mail your order t 
you within 7 days of receiving it. Ii 
we don’t we'll refund your money ir 
full. We can’t say fairer than that car 
we? 

message. Author: Paul Monaghan. 
Super Input - Machine code 

, keyboard input routine for use in 
your own programs. Author: Paul 
Monaghan. 
SpecTec Demo - A great Amiga 
style demo PLUS the classic 
snake game. Author: Dave Gosnel 
Boot - A machine code routine to 
«completely reset your +3. Author: 
Unknown. 
Sound to Light - Two different 
sound to light convertors. Author: 
Daniel Garner. 
Kingfisher - Colourful Screen$ of 

. the bird of the river banks. Author: 
Richard Shelford. 
Countryside Scene - Excellent 
Screen$ of the Cornwall 
countryside. Author: Richard 
Shelford. 
Autoloader - Useful utility that 
automatically adds a loading menu 
to your disks. Author: Marc Reed. 
Easylist - Produces neat, 
structured and easy to read BASIC 
listings. Author: Daniel Gamer. 



= Calendar - 

Produces a neat 
calendar for any 
month, with print 
option. Author: 

DISK 3 § Danie! Garner. 
; +3 Disk Checker - 
Checks disk space and that files 
are not corrupted. Author: Daniel 
Garner. 
Fonts - 3 slick new character sets 
for your Spectrum. Author: Daniel 
Garner and P. Gideon. 
Recover - An essential program 
that will restore erased files. 
Author: Joe Worall. 
Big Text - Aliows text to be 
displayed in a variety of different 
sizes. Author: P.Gideon. 
Screen Fade - A very slick routine 
to fade the screen. Author: Daniel 
Garner. 
Hex-Dec Convertor - Converts 
hexadecimal numbers to decimal 
numbers, and vice versa. Author: 
Daniel Garner. 
64 Column Display - Squeezes 
64 characters into one line of the 
screen. Author: Daniel Garner. 
REM Address Finder - For use 
with the program above. Finds 
address of a REM statement. 
Author: Daniel Garner. 
Chordata - Something to do with 
music, though I’m not sure what. 
Author: Dave Rogers. 
Drawmaster - A great pools- 
predictor PLUS a random story 
generator. Author: Grant 
Punchard. 
Axel-F The Sequel - Another Axel 
F tune. Author: M.Kirk and 
L. Davis. 
Fonts Galore - 24 excellent new 
Spectrum fonts. Author: D.Guard. 
Ramset - Alters the RAM disk 
cache and position. Author: Brian 
Gaff. 
Crunch - Superb program. 
Crunches many files into one. 
Author: Chris Pile. 
Double Height Text - Prints 
double height characters. Author: 
Daniel Garner. 
INSTR$ - Gives your +3 a much 
needed INSTR$§ function ... 
LEFTS/RIGHTS/MIDS$ - ... and 
LEFT$, RIGHTS and MID$. 
Author: Daniel Garner. 

+3 to 128 BASIC Convertor - 
Converts +3/+2A BASIC programs 
so that they work on a Spectrum 
128K/+2. Author: Daniel Garner. 

=» Oxygene - Excellent 
= sampled music 
demo of Oxygene. 

: Author: D.Guard. 
Guardians - Great 

DISK 4 § 8D arcade 
adventure game. 

Author: Wizard. 
Morse Code Tutor - Good 
program to help you learn Morse 
Code. Author: P.Gideon 
Mouse Pointer Routine - Allows 
a pointer to be moved using A 
Kempston/Genius mouse. Author: 
Daniel Garner. 
Mega Blast - A great sound to 
light convertor. Author: Daniel 
Gamer. 
Compare - Compares two files 
and erases if required. Author: 
Unknown. 
Hold It - Great screen store utility. 
Author: Chezron Software. 
Code Shifter - Relocates 

' "unrelocatable" code. Author: 
Chezron Software. 
48 Return - Goes from 48 to +3 
BASIC while retaining use of 
printer port. Author: Daniel Garner. 
Hangman - A 2 player Hangman 
game with great graphics. Author: 
P.Naughton. 
Procross - Excellent crossword 
editor complete with demo 
crossword. Author: Chezron 
Software. 
Supermat - Formats disks to 
192K per side - 38K extra per disk! 
Author: lan Cull 

CD Demo - An8& 
track musical 
extravaganza. 
Author: Players 
Software. 
Manager - An easy 
to use home 

accounting system. Author: Peter 
Naughton. 
Hi Format - Formats disks to 
203K per side! A must for your 
collection. Author: Chris Pile. 

RZ 
Amiga Ball - Screen$ of the 
classic Amiga ball demo. Author: 
Leif Mortensen. 
Optical Illusion - A brilliant 
Screen$ of the infamous 
"waterfall". Author: Own Brown. 
Box Clever - A simple, yet 
challenging puzzle game. Author: 
Dave Tonks. 
Up The Wall - A maze style game, 
with a twist! Author: Dave Tonks. 
Al Demo - Artificial intelligence 
game. Author: D. Smith. 
Biorhythms - Creates a graph of 
your biorhythms for a given month. 
Author: D.Smith. 
Super Darts - An addictive darts 
game. Author: D.Smith. 
Mastermind - A Mastermind 
game versus the computer. 
Author: D.Smith. 
New Pointer Routine - Updated 
version of the program on disc 4. 
Author: Daniel Gamer. 
Jacksoft Assembler - A powerful 
Z80 assembler with full text editor. 
Author: H.G.Zezschwitz. 

§ CDOS - Another 
program to make file 
operations easier. 
Author: Robin 
Clayton. 
Gagdisk - A huge 
collection of jokes - 

some dodgy. Author: Anonymous. 
Monitor - A short but good 
disassembler with a working print 
option. Author: K.Loudon. 
Disassembler - A great Z80 
disassembler coping with the 
undocumented op-codes. Author: 
D.Gorski. 
Ghost - 48K Spectrum emulator - 
some "+3 incompatible” games 
now work. Author: M.Harris. 
Timed-Tables - Times tables test 
against the clock - one for the 
kids! Author: P.Smith. 
Sums - Test your (and your 
childrens!) maths. Author: 
Kk. Loudon. 
The Shrink - Got a problem? You 
need The Shrink! Author: 
Unknown. 
Graveyard - Spooky scene over a 
graveyard. Author: Owen Brown. 
Banner Maker - Create large 
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rz 
G banners on Epson compatible 

printers. Author: Keith Pirie. 
Music Trivia - Music Trivia for 
upto 4 players. Author: Keith Pirie. 
One Arm Bandit - An addictive 

fruit machine simulator. Author: 
Keith Pirie. 
The Rat - Searches through 
memory for 3 ASCII codes. 
Author: David Wilson. 

B Objects - Clip Art: 
test tube, phone 
dial, arrow, brush, 

/ syringe, graph. 
Author: Keith Pirie. 

DISK 7 fi Japanese Patience 
- Version of the 

classic card game, Patience. 
Author: Dave Tonks. 
Oerkenvan - A difficult version of 
the classic card game, Patience. 
Author: Leif Mortensen. 
4 in a Line - A two player game of 
“Connect 4" with great graphics. 
Author: Dave Tonks. 
Garden - An amusing cartoon 
picture. Author: Dave Tonks. 
Solitaire - Speccy version of the 
ancient game. Author: 
P.Hampson. 
Solchess - A combination of 
solitaire and chess. Author: 
P. Hampson. 
Smooth Scroll - A useful upwards 
scroiling routine with instructions. 
Author: Paul Preston. 
Toolkit 50 - An excellent toolkit 
with over 20 functions. Author: Leif 
Mortensen. 
Utility 1 - Great utility with UDG 
editor, TV test card and font editor. 
Author: Geoff Wearmouth. 
Utility 2 - Easy to use utility with 
block delete and full renumber 
functions. Author: Geoff 
Wearmouth. 

=== Linesplit - Splits a 
== BASIC line in two to 

= w= Save retyping. 
f= Author: Brian Gaff. 

Chezfili - A fast fill 
routine complete 
with demo. Author: 

Chezron Software. 
Grouf - A colourful fantasy picture. 
Author: Leif Mortensen. 

2 Shhehir 2 SAM 
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Oh Sh@E!! - Amusing and 
brilliantly drawn cartoon screen. 
Author: Dave Tonks. 
Convert - A program for those 
useful number conversions. 
Author: Ken Davies. 
ANSI Graphics - 20 useful UDGs 
similar to the ANSI set found in 
PCs. Author: J. Dourish. 
REM Maker - Machine Coders! 
Create an empty REM statement 
of any size. Author: M.Goodman. 
Mylinear - Linear interpolation. 
Author: 1. Miller. 
Milgraph - More linear 
interpolation. Plots graph of any 
function y=f(x). Author: /. Miller. 
Homesec - Easy-to-use program 
to assess the security of your 
home. Author: Keith Pirie. 
Clip Art - 3 more screens of PD 
clip art. Author: Keith Pirie. 
Batman - Piccy of famous Batman 
logo. Author: Chris Kelly. 
MC to BASIC - Great program to 
put machine code into DATA 
statements. Author: M. Harris. 
Planet - Reasonable picture of a 
planet and its moon. Author: 
K. Hardy. 
Ghost & Goblins - Picture from 
the famous game. Author: 
K. Hardy. 
Menu - A very easy to use disk 
menu program, suitable for small 
children. Author: Peter Naughton. 
Z80 Disassembler - Yep, it's 
another disassembler! Author: 
Axel Schmice. 
Boom Box - A music demo with a 
selection of different tunes. 
Author: B.Oreakov and H.Jensen. 
Drumbeat - A drum beat simulator 
allowing you to write your own 
beats. Author: Unknown. 
Snake - Another simple but 
challenging game. Author: 
Unknown. 
BASIC Compiler - An excellent 
program which converts BASIC 
into pure Machine Code. Author: 
Unknown. 
32x42 Screen Display - Allows 
you to PRINT AT upto 32,42. 
Author: Unknown. 
ASCIll to BASIC - Allows you to 
create a BASIC program using a 
word-processor. Author: Unknown. 

mB Trail Racer - 
Commercial quality 
arcade game. 
Author: Dan 
Nielson. 
MaxiRAM - 
Enlarges drive M: 

from 58K to 62K. Author: D.Garne 
and Brian Gaff. 
Ball Demo - Graphics demo. 
Author: The Guardian. 
Editview 2 - Great Viewdata 
frame editor. Author: Philip Aston. 
TV Test 2 - Make sure your TV is 
tuned in. Author: The Guardian. 
Digishow - Great set of digitised 
pics. Author: The Guardian. 

= Samplex - Exceller 
sound sampler. 
Author: The 
Guardian. 
DigiPix - A massive 
collection of 
digitised pictures. 

Author: Grant Punchard. 
Forth - A fully featured version of 
the Forth language. Author: 
Unknown. 

@ Features an 
expanded disk 

| cataloguer, DICE- 
p like disk 
maintenance utility, 
disk copying tool 
and a very good 
Wordstar compatib! 

word processor. 

BA MASSIVE 
== collection of 

s= programs and 
= routines. Includes: 
| anagram, 

biorhythms, 
calendars, currency 
conversion, disk 

clean-up utility, file cruncher, 
library utility, Mastermind game, 
ASCil file displayer, base 
conversion, file sorter and much 
much mere. There really isn’t 
enough space here to list all the 
programs on this disk. 



@ Another huge CP/M 
collection. including: 
File extractor, FX80 
printer tool, file 
printer, new RAM 
disk program, REM 

VOLUME 3 Sonia find and 
exchange program, 

“Wordstar" cleaner and more! 
Something for everyone! 

as 
ae 
rg 
= 

= 

@ Another great 
assortment of files: 
useful! text 
reformatter to print 
on BOTH sides of 
fan-fold paper, file 
chopper, control 
stripper, find word 

routine, sector editor (great for 
hackers!), word/line counter, 
SpeccyMex (+3 version of the 
modem utility Mex) and more! 
Serious +3 users will love this! 

@ if you're into 
programming, get 
this. This volume 
contains an 
excellent version of 
the popular C 
language (with files, 
including a code 

optimiser!) PLUS a very 
comprehensive Z80 assembler. 

MICROSOFT 
BASIC. Also, files for 
Volume 3’s C 
Compiler and more. 

= DBQ - a database 
with a powerful 
structured query 
language, designed 
for ease of use. 
Complete with 39K 
on-disk manual. 

= DIMS - an easy to 
use card-index style 

ea database capable of 
mail merge, label 
printing, etc. Can 
create mail merge 

VOLUME 8 files for Tasword +3. 
a ee ora ay armiet PES? ag mes SSE os) Pad PRR ee eats aes ee La} oma ss) ae Pid ay RS oa 3) Bcf Rena 
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TZ 
@ Contains DU49 Please note that all our CP/M 
which is a superb volumes require the CP/M 
multi disk formatter operating system to work. A 
and PLOT33 which proportion of the programs also 
will turn your printer need a version of BASIC to run, 
into a neare either Mallard Basic or Microsoft 
plotter Basic. 

| 

el 
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The programs listed in this issue of Sinclair & SAM t 

Computing are all for the Spectrum +3 and are supplied on 3" 

disc. However, in the true spirit of PD software we’re 
keeping the cost down to a minimum by offering you the ' 

option of supplying your own 3" disc. ' 

We’ ve also introduced a guarantee whereby if we fail to send 5 

your order to you within 7 days of us receiving it, then just 
ask us for your money back and we’ ll oblige. i 

, i 
PRICES | I would like to order the , 
ag dae following disc(s) ... ' 

SOp per disc Heenmnnounennnannnneanonnonnninnnnnninns —— 

75p per disc Ree ns, toe rot A OID... cseapiialbacemnsbieniniaaiieanaine I 

eee TN ieee ee ee i 
3B" AISC(S) then the | verre rrereresereereenerecarsrer rere i 

PN BOE i cies eh sts ceca cain 
you pay. st Wapwen teow’ | suedig ou dou ing vind 

However, E 
lf we Supply the 3" Name 
disc(s) then please [aa ee ie Soe 
BG ZG BOT GBC. 1 IIIS sisson csicniod nme eo 

All prices are inciusive of Se neeneoeavenseneeseavarcuses sors anes sens sees sesoneeevenscoecoavusoenens te i 
postage and packing. i 

Garner Designs, 57 Lovers Walk, Dunstable, | 
Bedfordshire, LU5 4BG. i 
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red 
< HAVE YOU WRITTEN best out of the program. Computing, we also offer a "three-for- 

Submissions to the PD library should one" swap scheme whereby for every 
A PROGRAM WHICH be on 3” disc or if you own a 48K or program we accept into the library the 
COULD BE PUBLIC 128K Spectrum then on cassette. All author can choose any three programs 

discs/cassettes will be returned to you _— from the library which we place on 
DOMAIN? when we have finished with them. his disc/cassette before we return it to 

As well as seeing your name in him/her. 
There is no better way of getting your _ the pages of Sinclair & SAM 

software distributed 
than via public domain 
channels such as our PD 
library. While there is 
no profit to be made 
from public domain, 
both the author and the 
distributor, its an 
excellent way for you to 

ea yournanen: | We wish all our advertisers, 
Whatever software - 

you'vewriten youcen | Old and new, a very colourful 
sccrioaang for | New Year... 
Quality is also not of 
utmost priority. Flashy 
displays and machine 
code programming We can now offer all our advertisers the opportunity 
bn OTe ne sere | LO Have adverts with spot colour - from an 148 of a 
andas you'll see from | Page nght upto double page spreads. 
the PD software 
available the quality 
ranges from bad right 

sem eee What's more, we're not charging very much extra for - 
ee it. We've always been known as having excellently 

So if you've written any | priced advertisement space, and you ill be pleasantly 
kind of th ie . please send it tous for | SUMDNSed to find out how low our spot colour 
inclusion in our brary. | adiverts will cost you. 
Please remember that 
although you probably 
know the program 
"inside out’, someone 
using forthe first time | 70 find out more, orto have your current advert 
may get stuck so please | ‘cO/oured up’ in time for issue 6 of the biggest and 
include either 
instructions in the brightest Spectrum and SAM magazine available, 
progmonasa | eal us NOW on (0582) 472067. ZA 
separate .DOC file on 
the disc. As PD AW 
software can’t be GW 
distributed with printed AA 
instructions, we have to 

give the user as much 
information in the 
program as possible so 
that they can get the 

TTVORVI? 24 Qi sihictalt 3 er Sa 
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Technical 

In our continuing 
series, we Start to 
put our VideoPro 
program together. 

Not only will it be an 
ideal companion to 

budding video 

programs is too 
daunting, then you 

can send us either a 
tape or a 3" disk, 

together with £2 to 
cover our costs, and 

we'll put both the 
programs listed 
here, and their 

resulting machine 
code files onto your 
tape/disk and send 

it straight back to 
you. 

ur VideoPro project is finally 
taking shape. May I take this 
opportunity to thank those 
readers who have written in to 
say what they'd like to see m 
the program. While I can 

certainly oblige on some requests, I’m afraid 
that others are a bit too advanced for the 
Speccy. However, I think that even those 
doubters amongst you will be pleasantly 
surprised at what VideoPro will offer you. 

To kick of the programming, there are two 
listings to type in this month. They are both 
pointer routines which will form the main 
routines of the user environment. While I 
know that pointer controlled programs are not 
everybody’s cup of tea, I feel sure that the 

_ program will benefit greatly from a "point 
and click’ environment. 

The two listings are as follows. The first is 
the pointer routine for Kempston/Genius 
mouse users and the second listing is the 
pointer routine for keyboard control. Both 
listings are fairly straight-forward and 
although may be lengthy to type m, will 
provide a very important part of VideoPro. 
You may also like to use the routines in your 
own programs too. 

In the next issue of S&SC, we'll be printing 
the program’s Event Editor and other general 
*house-keeping’ routines. The Event Editor is 
really the heart of VideoPro and once you’ve 
typed that in, we'll be giving you the flesh of 
the program, i.e. effects routines, modules for 
including Music Writer files, sound samples, 
animations, etc. Next issue’s column should 
also hopefully contain the first part of the 
SAM version of VideoPro. 

INSTRUCTIONS 
The listings which follow are both routines 
for the GUI (graphical user interface). The 
first listing enables an on-screen pointer to be 
moved around the screen using a Kempston 
or Genius mouse. The second listing does the 
same job except the pointer is moved using 
the keyboard. 

VIDEO TILING 
Both the routines occupy roughly the same 
portion of memory. The is because both 
routines do not need to be loaded ito 
memory at one time. Thus, at the beginning 
of a session the appropriate routine 1s called 
from tape/disk into memory. 

Both routines are machine code and are set- 
up by typing in the programs and running 
then. When the code has bene POKEd into 
memory, it is saved to tape or disk for future 
use. If you get an Input Error after running a 
program, this means that you have mistyped 
one or more data items. 

The operation of both routines is similar. 
When executed, both display a pointer on the 
screen which can be moved around. With the 
mouse listing the pointer moves in 
correspondence to the movement of the 
mouse, and with the keyboard listing the 
pointer moves when the QAOP keys are 
pressed (up, down, left and  mght 
respectively). This will continue until the 
*select button’ is pressed. In the mouse listing 
this is if either or both mouse button are 
pressed, and in the keyboard listing this is 
when either the SPACE or M key is pressed. 

The pointer routine is then exited from 
with the position of the poimter when the 
select button was pressed being “deposited” at 
a location in memory. 

For the mouse Kisting, the code is 
executed with a RANDOMIZE USR 62000, 

with locations 61000-61004 (inclusive) 
storing the X co-ordinate, Y co-ordinate, X 

pixel co-ordinate, Y pixel co-ordinate and 
button number (1=left, 2=right, 3=both) 

respectively. 
For the keyboard listing, the code 1s executed 

with a RANDOMIZE USR 64500. with 
location 64000 holding the Y co-ordinate and 
64001 holding the X co-ordinate. These can 
be translated into pixel co-ordinates using, 
PX=Y*8 and PY=175-((21-X)*8). Please 
note that the keyboard listing only recognises 
the QAOP and M keys in their upper-case 
state. 
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10CLS 

500 CLEAR 61899 

505 PRINT "POKEing data. Please 

wait ..." 

507 LET tot=0 

510 FOR a=61950 TO 64372: READ 

b 

515 POKE a,b: LET tot=tot+b 

520 NEXT a 

525 IF tot<>308587 THEN PRINT AT 

5,0;FLASH 1;"INPUT ERROR!!!": 

BEEP 1,5: STOP 

540 PRINT AT 5,0;“Code Okay!" 

550 SAVE "point.bin"CODE 

61950,2425 

1000 DATA 205,80, 251 ,33,92 

1005 DATA 251,34,108,92,33 

1010 DATA 1,0,205,18,251 

1015 DATA 17,110,251 ,205 254 

1020 DATA 250,333,8,0,205 

1025 DATA 56,251,205,173,28 

1030 DATA 33,8,0,205, 50 

1035 DATA 251 ,205,173,28,33 

1040 DATA 8,0,205,68, 251 

1045 DATA 205,173,28,33,8 

1050 DATA 0,205,62,251,205 

1055 DATA 173,28,33,0,0 

1060 DATA 205,74,251 205,173 

1065 DATA 28,33,224,241,34 

1070 DATA 108,251 42,108,251 

1075 DATA 54,1,42,108,251 

1080 DATA 35,35,35,54,205 

1090 DATA 0,25,54,170,42 

1095 DATA 108,251 ,17,5,0 

1100 DATA 25,54,34,42,108 

1105 DATA 251,17,6,0,25 

1110 DATA 54,71,42,108,251 

1115 DATA 17,7,0,25,54 

1120 DATA 4,42,108,251,17 

1125 DATA 8,0,25,54,126 

1130 DATA 42,108,251,17,9 

1135 DATA 0,25,54,7,42 

1140 DATA 108,251,17,10,0 

1145 DATA 25,54,16,42,108 

1150 DATA 251,17,11,0,25 

1155 DATA 54,253, 42,108,251 

1160 DATA 17,12,0,25,54 

1165 DATA 230,42, 108,251,17 

1170 DATA 13,0,25,54,1 

1175 DATA 42,108,251,17,14 

1180 DATA 0,25,54,79, 42 

1185 DATA 108,251,17,15,0 _ 

1190 DATA 25,54,201,33,223 

1195 DATA 251 ,68,77,237,104 

1200 DATA 38,0,34,92,251 

COMPO 

1205 DATA 33,223,255,68,77 

1210 DATA 237,104,38,0,205 

1215 DATA 18,251 ,205,13,251 

1220 DATA 129,58,46,140,4 

1225 DATA 205,21 8,250,205,175 

1230 DATA 54,205,149,250,34 

1235 DATA 94,251 42,92, 251 

1240 DATA 17,250,0,205, 124 

1245 DATA 250,124,181,202,255 

1250 DATA 242,33,250,0,34 

1255 DATA 92,251 42,94, 251 

1260 DATA 17,8,0,205,125 

1265 DATA 250,124,181,202,19 

1270 DATA 243,33,8,0,34 

1275 DATA 94,251 ,42,94,251 

1280 DATA 34,102,251 42,94 

1285 DATA 251 ,34,104,251,33 

1290 DATA 119,251,1,55,0 

1295 DATA 62,0,205,85,251 

1300 DATA 42,108,251 ,35,237 

1305 DATA 91,92,251,115,42 

1310 DATA 108,251,35,35,237 

1315 DATA 91,94,251,115,42 

1320 DATA 108,251 ,205,193,250 

1325 DATA 34,119,251 ,33,1 

1330 DATA 0,34,96,251,229 

1335 DATA 33,2,0,34,115 

1340 DATA 251 ,225,195,147,243 

1345 DATA 42,108,251 ,35,229 226) 

1350 DATA 42,94,251,2292,42 

1355 DATA 96,251 ,43,209,25 

1360 DATA 209,235,115,42,108 

1365 DATA 251 ,35,35,229,42 

1370 DATA 94,251 43,209,235 

1375 DATA 115,42,96, 251,35 

1380 DATA 17,119,251 ,43,41 

1385 DATA 25,229, 42,108,251 

1390 DATA 205,193,250,235, 225 

1395 DATA 115,35,114,42,96 

1400 DATA 251,35,34,96,251 

1405 DATA 237,91 ,115,251,235 

1410 DATA 167,237,82 210,87 

1415 DATA 243,33,1,0,34 

1420 DATA 96,251 ,229,33,3 

1425 DATA 0,34,115,251,225 

1430 DATA 195,238,243,42,108 

1435 DATA 251,35,229,42,92 

1440 DATA 251 ,229,42,96,251 

1445 DATA 43,209,25,209,235 

1450 DATA 115,42,108,251,35 

1455 DATA 35,229, 42,94,251 

1460 DATA 43,43,209,235,115 

1465 DATA 42,96,251,35,35 

1470 DATA 35,17,119,251,43 

1475 DATA 41y25;229,42, 108 

1480 DATA 251 ,250,193,250,235 

1485 DATA 225,115,35,114,42 

1490 DATA 96,251 ,35,34,96 

1495 DATA 251 ,237,91,115,251 

1500 DATA 235,167,237,82,210 

1505 DATA 175,243,33,1,0 

1510 DATA 34,96, 251 229,33 

1515 DATA 4,0,34,115,251 

1520 DATA 225,195,75,244,42 

1525 DATA 108,251 ,35,229, 42 

1530 DATA 92,251 ,229, 42,96 

1535 DATA 251 ,43,209,25,209 

1540 DATA 235,115,42,108,251 

1545 DATA 35,35,229,42,94 

1550 DATA 251 ,43,43,43, 209 

1555 DATA 235,115,42,96,251 

1560 DATA 17,6,0,25,17 

1565 DATA 119,251 ,43,41,25 

1570 DATA 229,42,108,251,205 

1575 DATA 193,250,235,225,115 

1580 DATA 35,114,42,96,251 

1585 DATA 35,34,96,251, 237 

1590 DATA 91,115,251 235,167 

1595 DATA 237,82,210,10,244 

1600 DATA 33,1,0,34,96 

1605 DATA 251 ,229,33,5,0 

1610 DATA 34,115,251,225,195 

1615 DATA 171,244,42,108,251 

1620 DATA 35,229,42,92,251 

1625 DATA 229,42,96,251,43 

1630 DATA 209,25,209,235,115 

1635 DATA 42,108,251,35,35 

1640 DATA 229,42,94,251,17 

1645 DATA 4,0,167,237,82 

1650 DATA 209 .235,115,42,96 

1655 DATA 251,17,10,0,25 

1660 DATA 17,119,251 ,43,41 

1665 DATA 25,229,42,108,251 

1670 DATA 205,193,250,235,225 

1675 DATA 115,35,114,42,96 

1680 DATA 251,35,34,96,251 

1685 DATA 237,91,115,251,235 

1690 DATA 167,237,82,210,103 

1695 DATA 244,33,1,0,34 

1700 DATA 96,251 ,229,33,6 

1705 DATA 0,34,115,251,225 

1710 DATA 195,11,245,42,108 

1715 DATA 251 ,35,229,42,92 

1720 DATA 251 ,229,42,96,251 

1725 DATA 43, 209,25,209,235 

1730 DATA 115,42,108,251,35 

1735 DATA 35,229,42,94, 251 

1740 DATA 17,5,0,167,237 

1745 DATA 82,209,235,115,42 

1750 DATA 96,251 ,17,15,0 



1755 DATA 25,17,119,251,48 
1760 DATA 41,25,229,42,108 
1765 DATA 251,205,193,250,235 
1770 DATA 225,115,35,114,42 
1775 DATA 96,251,35,34,96 
1780 DATA 251,287,91,115,251 
1785 DATA 285,167,237,82,210 
1790 DATA 199,244,33,1,0 
1795 DATA 34,96,251,229,33 
1800 DATA 3,0,34,115,251 
1805 DATA 225,195,107,245,52 
1810 DATA 108,251 ,35,229,42 
1815 DATA 92,251,229,42,96 
1820 DATA 251,43, 209,25,209 
1825 DATA 235,115,42,108,251 
1830 DATA 35,35,229,42,94 
1835 DATA 251,17,6,0,167 
1840 DTA 2387,82,209,235,115 
1845 DATA 42,96,251,17,21 
1850 DATA 0,25,17,119,251 
1855 DATA 43,41,25,229,42 
1860 DATA 108,251,205,193,250 
1865 DATA 235,225,115,35,114 
1870 DATA 42,96,251,35,34 
1875 DATA 96,251,237,91,115 
1880 DATA 251,235, 167,237,82 
1885 DATA 210,39,245,42,108 
1890 DATA 251,35,287,91,92 
1895 DATA 251,115,42,108,251 
1900 DATA 35,35,229,42,94 
1905 DATA 251,17,7,0,167 
1910 DATA 237,82,209,235,115 
1915 DATA 42,108, 251,205,193 
1920 DATA 250,34, 167,251,42 
1925 DATA 108,251,35,229,42 
1980 DATA 92,251,35,35,35 
1935 DATA 209,235,115,42,108 
1940 DATA 251,35,35,229,42 
1945 DATA 94,251,17,7,0 
1950 DATA 167,237,82,209,235 
41955 DATA 115,42, 108,251,205 
1960 DATA 193,259,34,169,251 
1965 DATA 42,108,251,35,229 
1970 DATA 42,92,251,35,35 
1975 DATA 35,209, 235,115,42 
1980 DATA 108,251,35,35,229 
1985 DATA 42,94,251,17,8 
1990 DATA 0,167,237,82,209 
1995 DATA 235,115,42,108,251 
2000 DATA 205,193,250,34,171 
2005 DATA 251,42,92,251,229 
2010 DATA 42,94,25,198,69 
2015 DATA 205,229,34,33,0 
2020 DATA 0,205,18,251,33 
2025 DATA 249,255,205,26,251 

2080 DATA 205,188,36,33,1 
2085 DATA 0,205,18,251,33 
2040 DATA 1,0,205,18,251 
2045 DATA 205,183,36,33,0 
2050 DATA 0,205,18,251,33 
2055 DATA 5,0,205,18,251 
2060 DATA 205,183,36,33,1 
2065 DATA 0,205,18,251,33 
2070 DATA 255,255,205,26,251 
2075 DATA 205,183,36,33,0 
2080 DATA 0,205,18,251,33 
2085 DATA 252,255,205,26,251 
2090 DATA 205,183,36,33,1 
2095 DATA 0,205,18,251,33 
2100 DATA 255,255,205,26,251 
2105 DATA 205,183,36,33,0 
2110 DATA 0,205,18,251,33 
2115 DATA 255,255,205,26,251 
2120 DATA 205,183,36,33,0 
2125 DATA 0,205,18,251,33 
2130 DATA 1,0,205,18,251,33 
2185 DATA 205,183,36,33,255 
2140 DATA 255,205,26,261,33 25! 
2145 DATA 1,0,205, 18,251 
2150 DATA 205,183,36,33,1 
2155 DATA 0,205,18,251,33 
2160 DATA 1,0,205,18,251 
2165 DATA 205,183,36,33,0 
2170 DATA 0,205,18,251,33 
2175 DATA 2,0,205,18,251 
2180 DATA 205,183,36,33,1 
2185 DATA 0,205,18,251,33 
2190 DATA 255,255,205,26,251 
2195 DATA 205,183,36,33,0 
2200 DATA 0,205, 18,251,33 
2205 DATA 255,255,205,26,251 
2210 DATA 205,183,36,33,1 
2215 DATA 0,205,18,251,33 
2220 DATA 0,0,205,18,251 
2225 DATA 205,183,36,33,110 
22380 DATA 251,205,180,51,205 
2235 DATA 149,250,124,181,202 
2240 DATA 234,246,205,25,248 
2245 DATA 33,0,0,205,18 
2250 DATA 251,17,110,251,205 
2255 DATA 254,250,195,31,243 
2260 DATA 33,223,251 ,68,77 
2265 DATA 237,104,38,0,34 
2270 DATA 98,251 ,33,228,255 
2275 DATA 68, 77,237, 104,38 
2280 DATA 0,205,18,251,205 
2285 DATA 13,251,129,58,46 
2290 DATA 140,4,205,218,250 
2295 DATA 205,175,54,205,149 
2300 DATA 250,34,100,251,33 

2305 DATA 223,250,68,77,237 

2310 DATA 104,38,0,34,106 

2315 DATA 251,42,106,251,17 

2320 DATA 255,0,205,141 ,250 

2325 DATA 124,181,194,138,247 

2330 DATA 42,102,251 ,237,91 

2335 DATA 98,251 205,133,250 

2340 DATA 229,42,104,251,237 

2345 DATA 91,100,251,205,133 

2350 DATA 250,124,181,209,40 

2355 DATA 1,235, 124,181,194 

2360 DATA 234,246,42,98,251 

2365 DATA 17,250,0,205,124 

2370 DATA 250,124,181,194,234 

2375 DATA 246,42,100,251,17 

2380 DATA 8,0,205,125,250 

2385 DATA 124,181,194,234,246 

2390 DATA 205,25,248,42,98 

2395 DATA 251 ,34,92,251 ,42 

2400 DATA 100,251,34,94,251 

2405 DATA 42,92,251,34,102 

2410 DATA 251 ,42,94,251 ,34 

2415 DATA 104,251,195,31,243 

2420 DATA 205,25,248,42,92 

2425 DATA 251 ,237,91,98,251 

2430 DATA 205,141,250,124,181 

2435 DATA 202,162,247,42,98 

2440 DATA 251,34,92,251 ,42 

2445 DATA 94,251 ,237,91,100 

2450 DATA 251 ,205,141,250,124 

2455 DATA 181,202,183,247,42 

2460 DATA 100,251 ,34,94,251 

2465 DATA 42,106,251,17,254 

2470 DATA 0,205, 133,250,124 

2475 DATA 181 ,202,206,247,33 

2480 DATA 2,0,34,106,251 

2485 DATA 195,252,247,42,106 

2490 DATA 251,17,253,0,205 

2495 DATA 133,250,124,181,202 

2500 DATA 229,247,33,1,0 

2505 DATA 34,106,251 ,195,252 

2510 DATA 247,42,106,251,17 

2515 DATA 252,0,205, 133,250 

2520 DATA 124,181,202,252,247 

2525 DATA 33,3,0,34, 106 

2530 DATA 251,195,252,247,33 

2535 DATA 204,241 ,237,91,92 

2540 DATA 251,115,33,205,241 

2545 DATA 237,91 ,94,251,115 

2550 DATA 33,206,241 ,237,91 

2555 DATA 106,251,115,33,88 

2560 DATA 39,217,201,42,119 

2565 DATA 251,205,240,250,205 

2570 DATA 74,251 ,205,173,28 

2575 DATA 42,92,251 ,229,42 
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2580 DATA 94,251,193,69,205 

2585 DATA 229,34,33,1,0 

2590 DATA 34,96,251,229,33 

2595 DATA 2,0,34,115,251 

2600 DATA 225,195,112,248,42 

2605 DATA 96,251,35,17,119 

2610 DATA 251 ,205,210,250,205 

2615 DATA 240,250,205,74,251 

2620 DATA 205,173,28,42,92 

2625 DATA 251 ,229,42,96,251 

2630 DATA 43,209, 25,229,42 

2635 DATA 94,251,43,193,69 

2640 DATA 205,229,34,42,96 

2645 DATA 251 ,35,34,96,251 

2650 DATA 237,91,115,251,235 

2655 DATA 167,237,82,210,66 

2660 DATA 248,33, 1,0,34 

2665 DATA 96,251,229,33,3 

2670 DATA 0,34,115,251,225 

2675 DATA 195,189,248,42,96 

2680 DATA 251,35,35,35,17 

2685 DATA 119,251 205,210,250 

2680 DATA 205,240,250,205,74 

2695 DATA 251,205,173,28,42 

2700 DATA 92,251 ,229,42,96 

2705 DATA 251 ,43,209,25,229 

2710 DATA 42,94,251,43,43 

2715 DATA 193,69, 205,229,34 

2720 DATA 42,96,251,35,34 

2725 DATA 96,251 ,237,91,115 

2730 DATA 251 ,235,167,237,82 

2735 DATA 210,140,248,33,1 

2740 DATA 0,34,96,251 ,229 

2745 DATA 33,4,0,34,115 

2750 DATA 251,225,195,12,249 

2755 DATA 42,96,251,17,6 

2760 DATA 0,25,17,119,251 

2765 DATA 205,210,250,205,240 

2770 DATA 250,205,74,251,205 

2775 DATA 173,28,42,92,251 

2780 DATA 229, 42,96,251 ,43 

2785 DATA 209,25,229 42,94 

2790 DATA 251 ,43,43,43,193 

2795 DATA 69,205, 229,34,42 

2800 DATA 96,205, 229,34,42 

2805 DATA 251 ,237,91,115,251 

2810 DATA 235,167 ,237,82,210 

2815 DATA 217 ,248,33,1,0 

2820 DATA 34,96,251 229,33 

2825 DATA 5,0,34,115,251 

2830 DATA 225,195,94,249,42 

2835 DATA 96,251,17,10,0 

2840 DATA 25,27,119,251 ,205 

2845 DATA 210,250,205,240,250 

2850 DATA 205,74,251 205,173 

30 Shiner 2 SAW) 
COMPUTING 

2855 DATA 28,42,92,251,229 

2860 DATA 42,96,251,43,209 

2865 DATA 25,229,42,94,251 

2870 DATA 17,4,0,167,237 

2875 DATA 82,193,69,205,229 

2880 DATA 34,42,96,251,35 

2885 DATA 34,96,251,237,91 

2890 DATA 115,251,235, 167,237 

2895 DATA 82,210,40,249,33 

2900 DATA 1,0,34,96,251 

2905 DATA 229,33,6,0,34 

2910 DATA 115,251,225,195,176 

2915 DATA 249,42,96,251 ,17 

2920 DATA 15,0,25,17,119 

2925 DATA 251,205,210,250, 205 

2930 DATA 240,250,205,74,251 

2935 DATA 205,173,28,42,92 

2940 DATA 251 ,229,42,96,251 

2945 DATA 438, 209,25, 229,42 

2950 DATA 94,251,17,5,0 

2955 DATA 167,237,82,193,69 

2960 DATA 205,229,34,42,96 

2965 DATA 251,35,34,96,251 

2970 DATA 287,91,115,251,235 

2975 DATA 167,237,82,210,122 

2980 DATA 249,33,1,0,34 

2985 DATA 96,251 ,229,33,3 

2990 DATA 0,34,115,251,225 

2995 DATA 195,2,250, 42,96 

3000 DATA 251,17,21,0,25 

3005 DATA 17,119,251 ,205,210 

3005 DATA 17,119,251 205,210 

3010 DATA 250,205,240,250, 205 

3015 DATA 74,251 ,205,173,28 

3020 DATA 42,92,251,229,42 

3025 DATA 96,251 ,43,209,25 

3030 DATA 229,42,94,251,17 

3035 DATA 6,0,167,237,82 

3040 DATA 193,69,205,229,34 

3045 DATA 42,96,251,35,34 

3050 DATA 96,251 ,237,91,115 

3055 DATA 251 ,235,167,237,82 

3060 DATA 210,204,249,42,167 

3065 DATA 251 ,205,240,250, 205 

3070 DATA 74,251 ,205,173,28 

3075 DATA 42,92,251 229,42 

3080 DATA 94,251,17,7,0 

3085 DATA 167,237,82,193,69 

3080 DATA 205,229,34,42,169 

3095 DATA 251 ,205,240,250,205 

3100 DATA 74,251 ,205,173,28 

3105 DATA 42,92,251,35,35 

3110 DATA 35,229,42,94,251 

3115 DATA 17,7,0,167,237 

3120 DATA 82,193,69, 205,229 

3125 DATA 34,42,171,251,205 
3130 DATA 240,250,205,74,251 
3135 DATA 205,173,28,42,92 
3140 DATA 251,35,35,35,229 
3145 DATA 42,94,251,17,8 
3150 DATA 0,167, 237,82,193 
3155 DATA 69, 205,229,34,33 
3160 DATA 0,0,205,74,251 
3165 DATA 205,178,28,201,33 
3170 DATA 88,39, 217,201,235 
3175 DATA 175,237,82,103,111 
3180 DATA 208,44,201,175,237 
3185 DATA 82,108,111,192,44 
3190 DATA 201 ,175,237,82,103 
3195 DATA 111,200,44,201,205 
3200 DATA 191,53,126,167,40 
3205 DATA 27,229,205,13,251 
3210 DATA 127,127,255,255,255 
3215 DATA 225,35,203, 126,196 
3220 DATA 248,250,205,229,250 
3225 DATA 205,20,50,126,167 
3230 DATA 194,220,53,34,101 
3235 DATA 92,35,35,94,35 
3240 DATA 86,235,201 ,68,77 
3245 DATA 205,44,22,197,253 
3250 DATA 83,58,92,62,2 
3255 DATA 205,1,22,225,201 
3260 DATA 43,41,25,94,35 
3265 DATA 86,235,201,205,39 
3270 DATA 251,205,175,49,237 
3275 DATA 83, 101,92,201,205 
3280 DATA 39,251 ,205,20,48 
3285 DATA 237,83,101,92,201 
3290 DATA 125,180,33,0,0 
3295 DATA 192,44,201,205,191 
3300 DATA 53, 195,110,52,42 
3305 DATA 101,92,1,5,0 
3310 DATA 167,237,66,34,101 
3315 DATA 92,287.176,201,225 
3320 DATA 205,180,51,233,175 
3325 DATA 95,85, 76,71,195 
3330 DATA 182,42,175,95,203 
3335 DATA 124,40,1,29,85 
3340 DATA 76,71,195,182,42 
3345 DATA 42,101,92,1,251 
3350 DATA 255,9,84,93,9 
3355 DATA 201,62,16,85,195 
3360 DATA 17,34,62,17,85 
3365 DATA 195,17,34,62,18 
3370 DATA 85,195,17,34,62 
3375 DATA 19,85,195,17,34 
3380 DATA 62,21,85,195,17 
3385 DATA 34,62,2,195,1 
3390 DATA 22,84,93,119,19 
3395 DATA 287,176,201,137,0 



a 

3400 DATA 101,0,4,0,137 

3405 DATA 0,101,0,137,0 

3410 DATA 101,0,2,0,224 

3415 DATA 241,0,0,0,0 

3420 DATA 0,3,0,0,0,0 

10CLS 
500 CLEAR 61999 

505 PRINT "POKEing data. Piease 

wait ..." 

507 LET tot=0 

510 FOR a=61950 TO 64525: READ 

b 

512 IF b=999 THEN GOTO 600 

515 POKE a,b: Let tot=tot+b 

520 NEXT a 

525 IF tot<>66744 THEN PRINT AT 

5,0;FLASH 1;"INPUT ERRORI!": 

BEEP 1,5: STOP 

540 PRINT AT 5,0;"Code Okay!" 

550 SAVE "POINT2.BIN"CODE 

62986,1600 

599 STOP 
660 READ c: FOR x=0 TO (c-1): 

POKE (at+x),0: NEXT x: LET a=atc 

605 GOTO 520 

1000 DATA 241 ,193,62,64,237 

1005 DATA 75,102,91,129,50 

1010 DATA 250,255,193,241,245 

1015 DATA 197,229,62,5,50 

1020 DATA 9,92,62,1,50 

1025 DATA 10,92,237,75,0 

1030 DATA 250,58,7,250,254 

1035 DATA 1,40,3,205,219 
1040 DATA 246,253,203,1,110 

1045 DATA 40,250, 253,203,1 

1050 DATA 174,58,8,92,33 

1055 DATA 2,250,190,40,26 

1060 DATA 33,3,250,190,40 

1065 DATA 34,33,4,250,190 

1070 DATA 40,42,33,5,250 

1075 DATA 190,40,50,33,6 

1080 DATA 250,190,40,73,24 
1085 DATA 211,120,254,0,40 

1080 DATA 206,205,64,247,5 

1095 DATA 205,219,246,24,42 

1100 DATA 120,254,23,40,192 

1105 DATA 205,64,247,4,205 

1110 DATA 219,246 ,24,28,121 

1115 DATA 254,0,40,178,205 

1120 DATA 64,247,13,205,219 

1125 DATA 246,24,14,121,254 

1130 DATA 31,40,164,205,64 

1135 DATA 247,12,205,219,246 

1140 DATA 24,0,58,8,250 
1145 DATA 197,71,14,255,11 
1150 DATA 120,177,32,251,193 
1155 DATA 24,140,120,50,1 
1160 DATA 250,121,50,0,250 
1165 DATA 58,7,250,254,1 
1170 DATA 40,8,205,64,247 
1175 DATA 62,5,50,10,92 
1180 DATA 62,35,50,9,92 
1185 DATA 225,193,241,201,0 
1180 DATA 205,112,248,201,195 
1195 DATA 88,255,51,63, 205 
41200 DATA 132,248,201,183,103 
1205 DATA 229,241,0,201,245 
1210 DATA 197,213,229,221 229 
1215 DATA 205,49,247,197,17 
1220 DATA 44,251 ,205,22,247 
1225 DATA 221,33,100,250,17 
1230 DATA 116,250,205,33,247 
1235 DATA 198,120,254,23,40 
1240 DATA 20,4,205,49,247 
1245 DATA 17,52,251,205,22 
1250 DATA 247,221,33,108,250 
1255 DATA 17,124,250,205,33 
1260 DATA 247,221,225,225, 209 
1265 DATA 193,241,201,229,6 

1270 DATA 8,126,18,36,19 
1275 DATA 16,250,225,201,6 
1280 DATA 8,26,47,166,221 
1285 DATA 182,0,119,221,35 
1290 DATA 19,36,16,243,201 
1285 DATA 120,230,248,198,64 
1300 DATA 103,120,230,7,15 
1305 DATA 15,15,129, 111,201 
1310 DATA 245,197,213,229, 205 
1315 DATA 49,247,197,17,44 
1320 DATA 251 ,205,99,247,193 
1825 DATA 120,254,23,40,10 
1330 DATA 4,205,49,247,17 
1885 DATA 52,251 ,205,99,247 
1340 DATA 225,209,193,241,201 
1345 DATA 6,8,26,119,19 

- 1350 DATA 36,16,250,201,7 

1355 DATA 4,0,5,113,97 

1360 DATA 111,112,32,0,254 

1365 DATA 16,16,16,16,16 

1370 DATA 0,0,254,16,16 

1375 DATA 16,16,16,0,0 

1380 DATA 64,96,112,120,124 

1385 DATA 126,112,72,8,0 

1390 DATA 0,0,0,0,0 

1395 DATA 224,240,248, 252,254 

1400 DATA 255,255,255,252,252 

1405 DATA 28,0,0,0,0 

1410 DATA 0,0,0,0,113 

1415 DATA 97,111,112,32,0 
1420 DATA 999,40 
1460 DATA 0,0,0,0,12 
1465 DATA 5,0,10,0,60 
1470 DATA 66,60,66,66,60 
1475 DATA 0,0,4,4,60 
1480 DATA 68,68,60,0,0 
1485 DATA 999,15 
1500 DATA 0,0,0,0,127 
1505 DATA 49,57,56,57,32 
1510 DATA 71,46,68,46,0 
1515 DATA 64,96, 112,120,124 
1520 DATA 126,112,72,8,0 
1525 DATA 0,0,0,0,0 
1530 DATA 224,240,248,252,254 
1535 DATA 255,255,255,252,252 
1540 DATA 28,0,0,0,82 
1545 DATA 84,104,105,115,32 
1550 DATA 0,0,0,0,0 
1555 DATA 0,0,0,80,76 
1560 DATA 85,88,51,68,79 
1565 DATA 83,0,0,0,0 
1570 DATA 999,35 
1605 DATA 0,245,229, 42,120 
1610 DATA 92,35,34,120,197 
1615 DATA 287,75,0,250,205 
1620 DATA 219,246,193,201,0 
1625 DATA 0,0,0,0,0 
1630 DATA 0,0,0,0,197 
1635 DATA 287,75,0,250,205 
-1640 DATA 64,247,193,201,0 

41645 DATA 989,365 
2010 DATA 0,0,0,0,19 
2015 DATA 10,81,65,79,80 
2020 DATA 32,0,10,0,0 
2025 DATA 999,90 
2115 DATA 64,96, 112,120,124 
2120 DATA 126,112,72,8,0 
2125 DATA 0,0,0,0,0 
2130 DATA 224,240,248,252,254 
2135 DATA 255,255,255,252,252 
2140 DATA 28,0,0,0,0 
2145 DATA 999,365 
2510 DATA 0,0,0,0,205 
2515 DATA 24,246,1,6,0 
2520 DATA 17,100,0,10,38 
2525 DATA 0,111,197,205,181 
25380 DATA 3,193, 11,120,177 
2535 DATA 200,24,241,201,0 
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EXTENSIONS 

Compiler 
A feature lacking of Music 
Writer has always been that 
any music you created was 
non-transportable - basically, 
you could only really play it 

from within Music Writer. Compiler aims 
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to change all this by allowing Music 
Writer’s MSC music files to be compiled 
into a form which can be played by a 
public domain player program or easily 
within your own programs. 

You get two main programs with the 
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package. Firstly, there is the XTN which 
must be loaded into the main Music 
Writer program, and then there is the 
MWPlay which is the public domain 
player program. 

The XTN program works by compiling 
the music code for the selected parts 

within a marked block of your music. 
As RAM is used as a storage buffer 

during compilation, there is a limit on the 
maximum length of music you can 
compile. Thankfully, you can compile a 
piece into multiple sections which can 
subsequently be re-joined within 

MWPlay. Using simple voice patterns 
also results in more compact code, so one 
way or another the compilation process is 
quite painless. 

The resultant compiled music code can 
be then saved to disk or tape or loading 
into the MWPlay program. 

MWPilay is a neat little program which 
enables your compiled music code to be 
played. The program has been placed into 
the public domain so that anyone can 
distribute their own creations (or 

copyright free creations) quickly and 
easily. 

As I mentioned above, long music files 
which have been split into sections can be 
rejoined. In fact, upto ten sections can be 
loaded into MWPlay. 

Once all the required files are 
loaded, you can also edit the title page 
which will display the title of the music 
playing, the composer and any comments 
about it. 

A play option enables you to see that 
everything sounds okay, and that if you 
loaded multiple compiled music files that 

they arc in the correct order. If everything 
is okay, then the save option allows just 
the music and the player program to be 
saved to tape or disc. 

When this file is subsequently 
reloaded, the title .page is displayed 

straight after loading and the music.will 

BLUE TAIL FLY 

C#raditional)} 

Better known 
aos Jimmy 
Crack Corn! 
Arranged by 
Garry Rowland 

PLA''S COMPILED MUSIC LIRITER FILES 
PROGRAM BY GARR YC ROWLAND 
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Start to play once a key has been pressed. 

As well as being able to use MWPlay to 
play back your creations, a full assembly 
source code listing is provided to allow 
you to play compiled music within your 
own programs. This is a very useful 
addition indeed. 

Now anybody with an assembler can 
simply type in the source code and 
include music in any of their programs. 

With Music Writer being such an 
accomplished tool for the creation of 
music by virtually anyone, the release of 
Compiler by Garry Rowland opens up a 
new avenue for Music Writer users to 
explore. 

HWPLAY EDITOR 
Compiler is an essential purchase for all = in woe be f reely ° . ° : ° | ag bi ec oOo coprwur Music Wniter users, and considering its Cae fached ta Gre & 

K the program. price of £3.50 it is extremely good value 
for money indeed. 

Compiler is available from Garry 
Rowland (PO Box 49, Dagenham, Essex, 

RM9 5NY) and costs £3.50. 

* Garry Rowland has also set up MWA 
(Music Writers Anonymous) 
which plans to distribute users’ 
creations and arrangements on 
tape or +3 disk. Three sets of 
music is already available. 
MWPlay provides the ideal | 
medium through which your 
Music Writer creations can be 
distributed to others, via MWA 
and other public domain 
libraries. 

You can find out more by 
sending an SAE to: MWA, PO 
Box 49, Dagenham, Essex, RM9 

SNY. 

VERDICT 

of Excellent value for money 
Easy to use 
A very useful program indeed 

For £3.50, if there are any bad points (and | 
couldn't come up with any) aren’t worth 
considering. | 

Spectrum 128Ks 
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he other new XTN 
program for Music Writer 
is MIDI.XTN. 

While the 
Spectrums kt at some 
point had some sort of 

MIDI facility available to them, the 128K 

Spectrums have always been equipped 
due to the built-in MIDI out port. 
MIDLXTN enables your Music Writer 
creations to be played on a MIDI 
instrument linked to the MIDI port, or via 
the RAM Music Machine, Micron XRi, 
Cheetah or EMR _ interfaces. These 
options cover virtually every MIDI 
interface which has been used on 
Spectrums which is a good feature of the 
program. 

As with the Compiler, the MIDI 
extension is loaded as a normal Music 
Writer XTN file, and operates on the 
range of bars selected with the block 
mark options of Music Writer. 

Selecting the XTN Block icon brings 
up the MIDI window which contains a 
number of icons. Icons are available to: 
change the interface port (as described 
above), change which MIDI channels are 
assigned to each of the three parts of your 
music, map the voices used in your music 

* to voices on your MIDI instrument, map 
notes in particular voices to a chord look 
up table, and play the selected block of 
music through your MIDI synth. 

(VITLE 

MIDI 
a features I’d been looking for in a 

Spectrum music package for ages, i.e. 

note composition facilities with direct 

MIDI output. While some other packages 
had attempted it, none have achieved it so 
well and in a way that flows seamlessly 
into Music Writer’s excellent user 
interface. MIDI.XTN is available from 

Garry Rowland (PO Box 49, Dagenham, 
Essex, RM9 5NY) and costs £10. 

MIDI.XTN will interpret all the onnects 
you place upon notes in your Ee 
piece of music. For example, faea* fs 
dynamic marks and accents are Faas : 
treated as varying degrees of ere ok 
note velocity on your MIDI fea,’ fe 
synth. Assuming your synth Eajes 
supports note velocity, the use jer, 
of dynamic marks can give 
your creations a fuller’ feel.  fagr=> Re 

It seems as if Garry cas 
Rowland has come up trumps & 
again, not only does Compiler fe 
add a new aspect to creating He 
music with Music Writer, but 
so does MIDI.XTN which adds B= fe 

Good range of features 
Easy to use 
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Assembling 

ners Begin 
On Test 

SC _Assembter 

Steve's Software 

Writing in assembler is an 

activity reserved for those 

with a better than average 

programming ability. 

Right? 

Wrong. But how do more 

novice programmers get 

into the realm of assembly 

programming? M.Perry 

checks out an assembler 

package which claims to 

be easy for novices to 

learn yet powerful enough 

for competant 

programmers. 

By M.R.Perry 

his is not an in depth technical 
review, it is more aimed at those 
just starting to come to grips with 
machine code and considering 
their first assembler program. 

The experienced programmer would have 
used one or more assemblers in the past and 
drawn up their own set of criteria as to what 
they expect from such a program. They 
would also have become accustomed to their 
existing program(s) so would have a 
different point of view than someone that 
has not used one before. 

I am in this later category so i won’t try 
and make comparisons with other programs 
expect to say I did try using an assembler on 
the Spectrum but it seemed to be fighting me 
all the way - refusing to accept entries 
because they were in the wrong position, had 
wrong spacing, assembly repeatedly 
throwing up errors, etc. I never did actually 
manage to get any machine code assembled 
and being put off such programs “for life" 
resorted to pen and paper. 

It was therefore with some misgivings that 
I considered an assembler for SAM, but, the 
advert for the SC-Assembler stated "easy 
enough for the beginner. Powerful enough 
for top programmers...”. So I decided to give 
it a try. Does it lives up to its claim for 
beginners? Read on. 

The delivery was exceptionally fast so off to 
a good start. You get a disc and 45 page 
manual. First thing is to make a back up of 
the disc "just in case of accidents". You also 
need 2 discs with the DOS file on already. 

The first few pages of the manual relate to 
making a customised working copy and after 
loading the program you are presented with 
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a choice of which of 32 characters sets you 
prefer. Each set can be displayed and the one 
to suit your preference selected. 

Next choice is to set pen and paper 
colours. Now this I found to be a bit of a so 
and so! With 128 paper and 128 pen colours 
there is a wide range of combinations. 
However, eventually a pair that suited both 
my colour and black&white monitors was 
found. It is helped by a test display of your 
selection which is given before you are 
committed to a choice. The working copy of 
SC_Assembler is then saved to your disc. 

The disc also contains a Spectrum emulation 
program that uses your own Spectrum ROM 
that has been saved to tape. This program is 
fully screen prompted, and is saved to the 
second disc. I tested the emulator out with a 
couple of Disciple snapshots (that have to be 
“converted” via a menu option first and 
resaved to disc). All seemed to be okay and 
ran without a hitch. The emulator also allows 
Spectrum tapes to be loaded. I] do have some 
reservations though in that it has crashed a 
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few times and "real time” programs such as a 
slow scan TV. seem to be running at the 
wrong speed - further investigation is needed 
though. 

Back to the assembler. The disc contains 
versions for both 256K and 512K machines. 
The handbook really needs reading though 
two or three times before you seriously 
attempt to use SC_Assembler. While for a 
beginner there is probably some things that 
do not mean a lot at this stage. the handbook 
does make finding things easier when 
actually using the program. The handbook 
also contains a example program for 
beginners which gives a good insight and 
explanation into the basic sequence of 
procedures to assemble code. 

I asked the question earlier "did it live up 
to its advertised claim of being simple?". 
Bearing im mind my total failure with the 
Spectrum, the same day | had this program | 
had used the Disassembler function to 
provide me with a source code listing of a 
routine I had previously written with good 
old fashioned pen and paper. This was then 

entered into the assembler. reassembled, 
saved to disc and could then be re-mmn on the 
SAM. I consider that it certainly does live up 
to its clam. Remember however. this is an 
assembler program and not an instructional 
course in machine code programming. so 
obviously other sources of tuition are needed 
for the novice. 

One of the main reasons for this user 
friendly and ease of use of operation is that it 
sorts out your "sloppy" entries into the 
assembler. It accepts your incorrect spacing 
and puts the various elements of a line in a 
tidy format on screen. If it does come against 
something that is obviously incorrect the 
error is reported in plain English. not an 
error code that has to be looked up im a list. 

Take an example: 

10 LD A.22 

if typed in s 1OLDA,.22 or 10L DA.22 or 
1OL D A .22 and so on the program can still 
sort out that you want 10 LD A.22. 
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eI There are some opcodes to be wary of 
which are listed in the handbook, i.e. 

Cr Cr Dy, 
example. 

RLD, RL D_ for 

Even so while LDD and LD D are 
both valid op code there is not a 
LDD.22 so it is corrected to LD D,22. 
To miss-enter LD D you would have 
to forget both the , and the 22. 

IN a,(245 reports "() expected”. RST 
88 tells you its a BAD RST. LD a, 
gives the error report “variable 
missing”. LD a,300 reports "number 
too big”. This information reporting is 
a big advantage as it virtually tells 
you what to do to put it right. 
There are two lines of thoughts on this 
auto correcting that come to mind. 
One being that it can lead to bad 
habits that may cause problems if you 
move onto a “more fussy” routine. 
Secondly and one I prescribe to, is 
that for a beginner it allows them to 
concentrate. on writing the code 
without having to worry about the 
added complication of "do I put 1 or 2 
spaces here?", "do I need a space 
between this label and that code of 
not?". The corrected on-screen listing 
answers these questions for you and 
you start to begin to recognise the 
correct form of code entry. 

There is also the advantage for 
experienced programmers that they do 
not have to spend time correcting 
simple spacing errors or tabbing 
across screen to arrive at the desired 
result. 

For example, the lines: 

99out(254),a 
100test:ldb.88 

are automatically corrected to: 

00099 OUT 
00100 TEST: LD 

(254),A 
B88 

Some codes have been shortened, for 
example DEFB becomes DB and 
DEFS to DS. This may cause initial 
hiccups with those used to the full 
form. However, with use it becomes 
second nature. 
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Having entered your source code, it is 
ready for assembly into machine 
code. However, not before you save it 
to disc in case of problems. 

+S takes you into the SAVE option. 
Most commands in SC_Assembler are 
single letter. For example "1" is the list 
command, "f" is the find string 
command. Some are preceded with 
"+", for example "+D" for decimal 
mode and "+H" for hex mode. The 
function keys have also been defined 
to invoke various features as well as 
being able to be used as a numerical 
keypad. I would estimate there are 
some 75 functions/commands 
associated with the entering, editing 

and assembling, disc and printer 
control. These can only be learnt and 
remembered from use. 

Space does not allow a detailed 
technical description here, but I think 

a brief rundown should help the more 
experienced users to decide if 
SC_Assembler is to their 
requirements. 

Source code is entered into banks - 
3 on a 256K SAM and 9 on a 512K 
SAM. Each bank holds 32K. The 
current bank in use has an indicator to 

show how much room has been used. 
The 256K version of the program 
accepts upto 10000 lines of source 
code. The 512K version’ will 
assembler 288K of source code giving 
almost 64K of machine code. The 
disassembler can handle RAM, both 
ROM 0 and 1 and the DOS. As well 
as the standard opcodes the assembler 

accepts the 102 undocumented 
opcodes that work on the Z80. There 
is an automatic line numbering option 
which selectable start and step. The 
editor automatically formats the 
source code. 

The assembly is 2 pass with stop on 
error or not stop on error with report 
after each pass, with optional list on 
screen or printer during assembly of 
object code information. 

Once a piece of source code has been 
assembled you have to exit to BASIC 
and use the normal SAVE command 
to saved the code to disc or tape. 

The handbook also gives a glossary of 
terms, technical information on 
memory maps and useful POKEs, 
block transfer of code for testing. 

In my opinion, SC_Assembler is 
ideally suited to a range of users, from 
the most novice to the most advanced. 

SC_Assembler is available on disc for 
£12.50 from: 

Steve’s Software, 
7 Narrow Close, 
Histon, 

Cambridge, 
CB4 4XX. 
Telephone: 
235150 

(6pm to 9pm) 0223 

VERDICT 

of Easy for beginners to get to grips with 
“@ Powerful enough for more advanced users 

Good value for money 

Handbook really needs reading a couple of times 
before you can use the program 
Crashy Spectrum emulator 



Comms News 

All the latest news and 
comment about the 

communications scene. 

s reported in issue 4 of 
S&SC, Micronet was killed 
on 31st October 1991. It was 
a slow, lingering death - a 
death of a thousand cuts 
inflicted by a BT 

management which did not seem _ to 
understand what it was all about. Looking 
back, I think that there were two major BT 
decisions which led to Micronet’s eventual 
demise - the introduction of time charges and 
the withdrawal of chatlines. 

The imposition of off-peak time charges 
was a serious blow. the charge could be 
avoided by using the system between 
midnight and 0800 hours and that is what | 
and many others tended to do. However, the 

charge led to many people leaving Micronet 
and must have made it very difficult to recruit 
new members. 

The withdrawal of chatlines seemed to be 
partly a consequence of the controversy over 
the "voice" partyline services and partly 
reaction to the undoubted abuse which did 
sometimes occur. I saw some things on 
Micronet chatlines which caused me some 
concer and I can understand that some 
regulation was required. Total withdrawal of 
the facility seemed heavy-handed and 
unnecessary. it should have been possible to 
find a satisfactory way of monitoring 
chatlines which would have enabled the vast 
majority of sensible users to enjoy the 
pleasure of chatting with other users around 
the country. Chatlines are the life-blood of a 
comms network and with their withdrawal. 
Micronet began to wither away. 

I think that BT did not understand 
Micronet and so were not able to market it 
properly. As far as ] know, it was only ever 
marketed to computer enthusiasts and yet 
there were areas of Micronet which could 

N=LING 
have been enjoyed by anyone. Waveguide 
and the review section Xtra were good 
examples of this. It may be that there are 
simply not enough computer enthusiasts 
around to support a system like Micronet. 
Such systems need to appeal to a wider 
audience and there is really no reason why 
they shouldn’t. Many people who could 
benefit from and enjoy using comms do not 
realise what is possible and suffer from 
technophobia. We computer enthusiasts may 
be partly responsible for this. We need to 
leam to express more clearly and to nd 
ourselves of an all too frequent tendency to 
patronise those who do not understand our 

jargon. 
What is the future for the comms 

enthusiast? In early November, there are 
three systems struggling to mse from the 
ashes of Micronet. For those staying on 
Prestel there is Supernet. This has been set up 
as a Closed User Group. It costs £60 per year 
if you join before December Ist and £80 per 
year if you join after this date. these charges 
are in addition to the normal Prestel fees. 
Supemet does include an area called Sinclair 
Specnet. Ones of it’s editors is Brian Gaff 
who used to edit Micronet’s Spectacular area. 

The Silicon Village on 081 759 2348 and 
0734 819000 is the new home of Waveguide 
and several other old Micronet favourites. It 
costs £6 per months. The first two hours of 
use each months is free. Thereafter 2.5p per 
minute is charged. There is also an initial 
registration free of £10. 

TAO (Tessier Ashpoo!l Online) is on 071 
275 9996 and is the new home of the multi- 
use game Shades. At present TAO has no 
connection charged and says it will not 
introduce any until at least January 1992. 

Both Silicon Village and TAO are 
planning local access via the Mercury 5000 
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network. This highlights one of the great 
advantages enjoyed by Micronet which could 
always offer easy local access. You do not 
need to have a Mercury account to use 
Mercury 5000. It is likely to cost between 
2.5p and 3.0p per minute in addition to any 
connect charges imposed by the system 
which 1s being used. 

Silicon Village and TAO can be accessed 
using the same Viewdata software that was 
used to access Micronet. they both offer 
chatlines and an electronic mail system. 

What is the comms enthusiast to do? I think 
Supemet is too expensive unless you make 
frequent use of Prestel’s other facilities. It 
would be difficult to justify to Prestel just to 
use Supernet. I have closed my Prestel 
account and will be giving the Silicon Village 
and TAO a trial. I do wonder if the market is 
big enough for both these systems. 1 would 
be surprised if only one of them can survive. 
An analogy between Sky and BSB in the 
world of satellite broadcasting suggests itself. 
The next few months should be very 
interesting. 

Steve Lamb 

e If you are a member of any of the 
*replacements’ to Micronet then we are very 
interested to hear what you think of them. 

- is it really 
such a dead loss? 

The closure in Micronet of course resulted in 
an offer of a membership package to 
CompuScrvc, the world’s largest information 
service with over 800.000 members. While, a 
quick look around the system will find little 
or no interesting areas for Spectrum or SAM 
users, for users of CP/M (i.e. Spectrum +3 
users and soon SAM users courtesy of BG 
Services’ 
ProDOS) the 
CP/MForum is 
of great interest. 
Not only can 
you get in touch 
with thousands 
of CP/M users 
around the 
world, but there 
are hundreds of 
CP/M files to 
download. With 
CP/M being a 
fairly standard 
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platform across many different computers, 
there will be a large majority of files which 
will work on either Locomotive’s CP/M 
software or BG Services’ ProDOS. 

New On-Line Database 

The Cyberspace Gateway is a new on-line 
service which claims to be “he most 
advanced infotainment system in Europe. 
Access is via a single London node at 
300, 1200 or 2400 baud (8N1 ANSI scrolling) 
with membership costing £10 per month or 
£99 for a year, with payment by cheque, 
Access or Visa credit cards. 

The Cyberspace Gateway features a 6 
Gigabyte file area with educational, business, 
general and image files to download, multi- 
player on-line games, chatlines, conferences 
to take part in, on-line shopping facilities, 
classified advert database, e-mail facilities, 
and much morc. 

What’s more, the first 1000 callers will 
receive free membership for one month, so 
call 071 580 6433 to sample the system, or 
contact Cyberspace Gateway on their voice 
number of 071 323 1552 or at 1 Malcom 
Drive, Surbiton, Surrey, KT6 6QS. 

If you have any comments to make about the 
communications world or would like to rave 
about your favourite bulletin board 
(especially if they support the Spectrum or 
the SAM Coupe) then please write to us, we'd 
love to hear from you. The address is, as 
always, Garner Designs, 57 Lovers Walk, 

Dunstable, Bedfordshire, LU5 4BG. 
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The source of technical 
information for the 
Spectrum Plus 3. 

Introducing The Plus 3 Technical 
Source, the definitive source of 
technical information for the serious 
Spectrum +3 user. 

The Plus 3 Technical Source 
represents a compilation of all the 
technical article articles published 
in +3 Contact - the magazine Gamer 
Designs published before Sinclair & 
SAM Computing. 

After significant demand for back 
issues of +3 Contact, which are now 
unfortunately out of print, we’ve 
taken all the articles and we've 
updated them, added to them. re- 
typeset them and re-printed them 
into a single volume bound in a 
custom A4 ning binder. 

Whatever you need to know, you'll 
find it in The Plus3 Technical 
Source. Not only are there in-depth 
technical articles about a massive 
range of subjects, but there are 
product comparisons, tutorials, 
programs to type in, and a whole lot 
more. You'll also find extensive 
lists of all the companies, user 
groups and bulletin boards 
supporting the Plus 3, as well as the 
complete list of every item of 
software and hardware made for the 
Spectrum +3 to date. 

Sure, other programming 
publications include some technical 
information, but only we devote 
every inch of every page to 
heavyweight technical issues - no 
advertisements, no padding, just 
facts. 

With public domain software 
playing an important role for the 

Spectrum Plus 3 we give the subject 
full coverage with reviews and 
instructions to all the top PD 
programs. 

The Plus3 Technical Source will be 
published in three monthly parts. 
Part | is available NOW and comes 
with the custom A4 ning binder. Part 
2 will be available on January 10th, 
with part 3 available on February 
10th. 

Comtents include... 
PARTI 
© A programming guide to 
controlling +3DOS from BASIC 
and machine code, including full 
tutorials and source code. 
° A complete guide to using 
Mallard BASIC under CP/M 
including advanced programming 
techniques, hints and tips and more. 
© Type-in bug fixes for Artist 2 and 
Music Wniter. 
© Programming techniques to make 
full use of the Plus 3°s extended 
memory pages 
® Full list of suppliers of hardware, 
software and other Spectrum Plus 3 
services. 

PART 2 
© Hardware projects - speech 
synthesiser, sound amplifier, 
external 3.5" disc drives. 
° A guide to modem 
communications, which software to 
use, which bulletin boards are best, 
am] an insight into radio comms. 
© Public domain software round up, 
top 20 PD programs reviewed with 
instructions to many many mre, 
list of PD suppliers. 
® Practical hardware and software 
reviews, with detailed comparisons. 

PART 3 
© Patch program which enables 
colour printout from within Artist 2 
© Technical information on Music 
Wnter, including a technical 
description of the file format of 
MSC files. 
e Fractal and Mandelbrot graphics 
articles with listings to type in and 
use. 
© Detailed comparison of the 
various languages which are 
available, including Basic, C. 
Pascal, etc. 

What's more, if three parts weren't 
enough, we've already set about 
writing more Spectrum +3 specific 
heavy weight technical articles for 
more additions to The Plus 3 
Technical Source. And as you'll 
already have the binder, additions 
will simply slot into binder 
alongside the others. 

We've also responded to requests 
from our partially-sighted 
customers in providing large-pnint 
versions of all our future product 
documentation. The Plus 3 
Technical Source will be no 
exception - at no extra charge we'll 
supply special large print versions 
to anybody who asks for them. 

The fact is, there's no other 
publication like The Plus 3 
Technical Source available. It's 
everything you'll ever need - all in 
one single source. Just use the 
coupon below to get Part | now! 

© saniag ccna see 

Please send me PART | of The... . |. Overseas 

Ads; %"e 
iY © Sou I ‘aati a facoeleiial sobain for to cover portage bin USst 
i, é e Plus 3 i £5.95 made de yayenie to Gone oes ae oem | e5or Only” 

Sou E Garner Designs, 5 £3. 00 cag, Oy 
57 Lovers Walk, 

i Dunstable, Beds, i= TUS aba 

— Tick here to receive lanes version. Jf 
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UNIDOS Version 2 of the incredibie new DOS 

from Steve Wwearr for the PLUS D and DISCIPLE. 

Same DOS file for both systems. Random files. 

Sub directories. Hundredcs of files om ome dcadisk. 

Hidden files. Protected files. Copy files of an Yy 
lensth. Increcibly versatile screen clump 

routines. Error trapping. Many more features. 

TCompatable with ell Spectrums=«. Over 2O 

progRezrams now inclucded om the cdisk. 
* +2A/+3 restricted to 48K mode. 

SPHECEilLe+ NOW a Spectrum cata filings 
prorzram that nmever gets out of date. Specfile+ 

holcs a massive 28K of cata and by using data 

compression makes it seem Hike much more. 
Very fast CASE selective and complex searches. 

Designed to be acicledcd to so it grows as you cdo. 

This program is a must have for any one with 

data to holci. 

SPHCRAAK ER. The simplest Spectrum | P€l—-Susi Ce. From the author of 

emulator for your SAM. 1000s of 48K programs work | SPECMAKER S.D. Software brings you 

without the need for any conversion. Most other | PC-SUITE. Now you can transfer your IBM 

programs need only minor changes. All the extra SAM | data files by reading and writing IBM disks 

keys work in Spectrum mode. Uses SAM’s parallel | on your Sam. PC-Suite will let you format 

printer port and up to 360K of SAM memory as a | IBM disks on Sam. Write Sam basic programs 

RAMDISK. PLUS D and all OPUS diskse can be loaded | on your PC.AT. Use PC-Suite to copy Sam 

into SPECMAKER and saved to SAM disk. Can now | data files to PC disk and print them on a 

convert files between Messenger & SPECMAKER {| high quality laser printer. Many more uses. 

format and so save on valuable disk space. Supplied nb. Not a PC emulator. 

on 3.5" disk eMaster Dos & Master basic required 

for single density OPUS 

PRICES : 

Specfile+ £12.95 Don’t forget to say if ordering for 

UNIDOS £25.95 PLUS D or DISCIPLE and the size of 

Createfile Manual £ 6.50 disk required. (PLUS D, 3.5 inch 

Specmaker £12.35 for will be sent otherwise) 
‘gtesiecibeeiinas UWperade EE s.00 

PC Suite £25.95 

IBU+= YSAMIIBU €E 4.90 

DBU« €£ 5.50 

File Comvertors €£ 5.30 INDUG members see 

Hackers Workbench-s €£ 39.90 FORMAT for special 

>» GDOS programs still available * discounted prices 

PLEASE Add £0.50 Postage 

(£1.20 OUTSIDE UK) 

S D Software. 70 Rainhall Road, Barnoldswick, Lancashire, England. BBS 6AB. 



PROGRAMMING 
Our programming tutonal continues 
with a look at several programming 
do’s and don'ts with example 
programs to explain the methods used. 

Break is a very useful statement for 
those people who don’t want to use a 
goto to "break out’ of a loop, as shown 

in the example below. 

#include <stdio.h> 

/*this routines reads a digit string and 
returns value of it*/ 

main () 

{ 
int c,result,signed; 

signed = 0; 
result = 0; 

c = getchar(); 

{ 
while (c= ’-’) /*process minus 

number*/ 

signed = !signed; 
c = getchar(); 

while (c !=EOF) { 
if (c<’0’ | | c>’9’) 

break; 
result = result*10 +c - ’0’; 

c = getchar() 

} 
if signed 
exit (-result); 

exit (result); 

} 

Most programmers vehemently try not 

to use the goto statement in their 
programs. After all, most programmers 
advance upto C, and with the goto 

statement only being included in the 
language so ‘less able’ BASIC 

programmers could get to grips with 

the language, to use of goto is seen by 
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most C programmers as ‘defeat’! 

However, while you are learning how 
to use C, there are just some situations 
when you can see no other course than 
to use the dreaded ’g’ word. 

The following example shows the 
statement in use: 

while (x= y) { 
do { 

if (x < 10) 
goto nextrout; 

} 
=Xt++; 

} 
exit(0); 

nextrout: 

=xX--} 

exit(1); 

Compared to many languages C is very 
structured. However, all beginners 
learning a structured languages have 
trouble selecting or recognising when 
to use a particular type of loop. 

In C, the ’for’ statement is very 
powerful. A set of complex instructions 
can be compounded into a single ’for’ 
statement. However, many 
programmers new to C shy away from 
more advanced use of ‘for’ due to its 
complex format. 

Shying away from it at an carly 
stage will mean that you won’t learn to 
use its full power later on when you are 

more advanced. 

To illustrate the ’for’ statement’s 
powerful, yet compact syntax, take a 
look at the following example. 

for (x=1; x<20; x++) 

printf ("% d\n", x); 

The above is equivalent to: 

Corti 

x=1]- 

while (x<20) { 

printf ("%d\n", x); 

x++; 

} 

As you can see, the operation is very 
much more compact when you use the 
for’ statement than the ‘while’ 
statement. 

With there being a few 
implementations of the C language 
available for the Spectrum and also via 
CP/M on the SAM and Spectrum +3, it 
is always important to find out night 
from the start how ‘complete’ your 
implementation is. 

Various versions contain slightly 
different standards for program entry, 
etc, while others (such as CP/M’s 

Small ’C’) only contain ” subset of the 

entire language. 

One main limitation is that of the data 
types your version of C uses. These can 
be checked using the pseudo-function 
*sizeof’ - assuming your version 
supports it! The sizeof function simply 
returns the number of bytes which are 
uscd by a variable or data type. The 

most common use is: x = malloc 
(sizeof(*x)); 

However, using the fairly common 
SIZES program you can use it to check 
how accurate your program’s numeric 
system is as described in the last 
paragraph. 

#include <stdio.h> 

main() 



printf ("\n"); 
printf ("Type Size in bytes\n"); 

printf ("char %d\n" ,sizeof(char)); 
printf ("unsigned char 

% d\n" ,sizeof(unsigned char)); 
printf ("short %d\n",sizeof(short)); 

printf ("unsigned _ short 
% d\n" ,sizeof(unsigned short)); 

printf ("int %d\n",sizeof(int)); 

printf ("unsigned 
% d\n" ,sizeof(unsigned int)); 

printf ("long %d\n",sizeof(long)); 

printf ("unsigned long 
% d\n" ,sizeof(unsigned long)); 

printf ("float % d\n" ,sizeof(long)); 

printf ("double 
% d\n" ,sizeof(double)); 

printf ("char * % d\n" ,sizeof(char *)); 

int 

return 0; 

} 
If you plan to port a C program over to 
another computer, then the above 
program will be invaluable in ensuring 

that you do not have to re-code the 
program to take account for different 
data storage methods and such like. 
The program is also useful as it will 
throw an error at you if one of the 
particular data types is not supported 

by your particular implementation of 

One of the ’stock’ routines which C 
programmers usually type in to see 

how loop structures work is the 
factorial routine. 

#include <stdio.h> 

fact (j) 
unsigned int }; 

{ 

5 

é.. 
if (j==1) 

return (1); 

else 

return(j*fact(j-1)); 

main() 

{ 
unsigned int i; 

for (i=1; 1<=8; i++) 

{ 
printf(% d% din” ,i,fact(i)); 

All good things must come 
to an end 

Issue 7’s C Programming column will be the 
last in this series of tutorials. While we hope 
that we've covered the basics of the 
language, if there is anything which you 
need clarifying or there is a part of C which 
you want us to cover then please write to us 
AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE so that we 
have time to include it. We'll do our very 
best to oblige with all requests we receive. 

Those readers who have missed the 
previous C Programming columns car 3% 
course obtain copies of the magazines from 
our back issue service, details of which can 
be found on page 56. 

Although there are only a handful of 
languages other than BASIC available for 
the Spectrum, the advent of CP/M on the 
Spectrum +3 and now the SAM Coupé has 
meant that there is a new range of 
language compilers and interpreters 
available. For this reason, we will be 
Starting a Pascal Tutorial series for both 
beginners and more competent 
programmers in issue 6. 
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I’ve just picked up a Serial 8056 
printer second-hand. 
Unfortunately it didn’t come with 
a manual and I can’t get it to work 
properly. Help!! 

The Seria] 8056 is a strange oddity 
of a printer. It came into this 
country via IBM who dumped 
thousands of them onto the UK 
market The high-street chain 
Dixons bought up the stock 
wholesale and started to bundle 
them with Spectrum 128s and 
Sinclair QLs. The printer itself was 
doomed to failure; it had a non- 
standard connector and it used the 
thermal printing method which 
requires expensive paper. 

The printer is Epson-compatible 
to some extent although graphics 
output is not directly available. 

As we’d had a couple people 
ring about how to get the 8056 
printer working properly, we 

obtained a manual for the printer, 
and sent them a_ photocopy. 
However, with the  printer’s 

second-hand price being as low as 
£25 we soon had more people 
contacting us who had purchased 
one either with or without the 
manual. 

If there are any more 8056 
Owners out there, here’s some 
information which you’ll find very 
useful. 

The 16 pin connector is wired as 
follows: 
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right track. 

Top 8 pins - 
TO1 - not used 
TO2 - Data Terminal ready is 
connected to T06 Data Set Ready 
TO3 - Request to Send is 
connected to TO5 Carrier Detect 
T04 - Transmit Data 
TO07 - Clear to send 

Bottom 8 pins - 
BO1-B0O3 - not used 

B04 - Ground 

BOS-B06 - not used 

BO7 - Ground 

BO8 - Not used 

The following are all the 
commands the printer recognises: 

Cancel: LPRINT CHR$(24); This 
clears the printer’s buffers and 

reinitialise the printer to its power 
on defaults. 
Carriage Return: LPRINT 
CHR$(13); 
Compressed Off: LPRINT 
CHR$(18); Turns compressed 

mode off. 
Double Width Off: LPRINT 
CHR$(20); Turns double width 

mode off. 
Escape: LPRINT CHR$(27); 
Informs the printer that the 
following data is a printer 
command. 

Set Vertical Tab: LPRINT 
CHR$(27);CHR$(66);CHRS$(10); 
CHRS$(tabpos);CHR$(0); Upto 20 
vertical tabs can be set up. The 

Have you got a technical 
problem which needs an 
answer fast? If you do, then 
write in or call our technical 
helpline. Whatever the 
problem, we'll put you on the 

NUL (CHRS$(0)) ends the tab list. 
Lines Per page: LPRINT 
CHR$(27);CHR$(67);CHR$(lines 

perpage); Set the page length. 
Default is 66. 
Set Horizontal Tab: LPRINT 

CHR$(27);CHR$(68);CHR$(10); 

CHR§$(tabpos);CHRS$(Q); As with 
the Vertical tabs except the tabs 
are for horizontal movements. 

Skip Perforation: LPRINT 
CHR$(27);CHR$(78);CHR$(lines) 

; This sets the number of lines to 
be skipped at the end of a page. 
Cancel skip perforation: LPRINT 
CHR$(27);CHR3$(79); 
Clear All Tabs: LPRINT 

CHR$(27);CHR$(82); 
Double Width: LPRINT 

CHR$(27);CHR$(87);CHR$(x); 

Sets double width printing mode. 
Turned on when x=! or turned off 

when x=0 

Escape Zero: LPRINT 
CHR$(27);CHR$(48); Changes 

the line feed to 2.82 mm (1/9 

inch). 

Escape One: LPRINT 
CHR$(27);CHR$(49); Same as 
escape zero. 
Escape Two: LPRINT 
CHRS$(27);CHR$(50); Resets line 

spacing to 4.23 mm (1/6 inch). 
Escape Five: LPRINT 

CHR$(27):CHR$(53);CHR$(x); 
Sets automatic line feed. Turned 

on when x=1 or turned off when 

x=0. 

Underline: LPRINT 

CHR$(27);CHR$(45);CHR$(x); 



Turns underline mode on when 

x=1 or off when x=0. 

Home Head: LPRINT 

CHR$(27);CHRS$(60); Send head 

- to left margin. 

Form Feed: LPRINT CHR$§(12):; 

Horizontal Tab: LPRINT 

CHRS$(0); Jump to next horizontal 
"tab. 
Line Feed: LPRINT CHRS(10): 

NUL: LPRINT CHR$(0); Used as 

a terminator for the tab set and 

clear commands. 

Compressed On: LPRINT 
CHR$(15); Turns Compressed 
Character mode on. 

Double Width on: LPRINT 

CHR$(14); Turns Double width 
mode on. 

Vertical tab: LPRINT CHR$(11); 

Jump to next vertical tab. 

I’ve seen CP/M public domain 
disks advertised, and would like to 
know exactly what CP/M is. 

Well, CP/M on the Spectrum +3 
has been a shady area. The authors 

of the DOS in the +3, Locomotive 
Software produced a version of the 

CP/M operating system for the +3. 
However, then did not (and indeed 
now do not) advertise the program 
in magazines, although it is 
available. 

« CP/M stands for Control 
Program/Monitor and is an 

operating system used mainly 
during the seventies on a wide 

“tange of computers. Amstrad 
adopted the language for use in 

their PCW and CPC ranges before 
bringing it to the +3 via 
Locomotive software who also 
wrote the CPC implementation. 

The good thing about CP/M is 
that it is a standard operating 
System and so a CP/M program for 
one computer will theoretically 

work on any other 
running CP/M. 

The +3 version of CP/M is 
called "CP/M Plus" and comes 
with a program called Mallard 
BASIC which is version of the 

BASIC language which is both 
faster and more accurate than +3 
BASIC. There is a vast number of 

CP/M programs available cheaply 
through public domain sources. 

CP/M Plus is available from 

Locomotive Software (address) for 

around £30. Although this sounds 
expensive, it really does open up a 
vast new ‘untapped’ pool of 
programs. 

As well as the +3, SAM now 

also has a version of CP/M 
available for it. Called ProDOS, 
the program brings the same vast 
range of software to the SAM. 
Contact BG Services (081 297 

0763) for more details. 

computer 

e¢ Spectrum +3 users may like to 

know that our new Plus 3 

Technical Source contains an 

entire section devoted to CP/M. 

Is it possible to use the Canon 
BJ10e bubble-jet printer with the 
Spectrum? I know that it is Epson 
compatible and has a Centronics 
interface. 

Well. although no one here has had 

experience of this particular 

printer, | imagine that you'll have 
no problem in using it with your 
Spectrum, 

As the printer is both Epson 
compatible and has Parallel printer 
port, you'll have no trouble linking 

it directly to the Spectrum +3, or 
via an interface to another 
Spectrum, or to a SAM Coupe. 

For the majority of work, an 
inkjet like the BJ10e will yield 

extremely nice results because of 
its 360dpi output. However, | 
suspect that the Epsom 
compatibility is for the LQ range’ 
of Epson printers, rather than the! 
FX range. . 

Although this won't cause: 

much difficulty with text printing’ 
from word processors, you will: 

find that graphics output may not’ 
be too good as the Epson 24-pin® 
LQ emulation of 9-pin graphics’ 
output is a bit ropey. Some 
experimentation may be in order. 

I have a Brother HRS printer 
which I am trying to use to print. 

screens from the Artist I] 

(Spectrum +3 version). However, 
whenever I try to print another, 
using any of the print options, all ] 
get is a mess. Is there any way 
around this problem? 

Well yes there is, and this is 
actually a question which was 
answered way back in issue 15 of 
+3 Contact, but for those who 

weren't members of The +3 Users 
Group, I’]] detail the *fix’ again. 

Firstly, the problem is not really. 

due to any kind of bug in the Artist 

I], but it is more a deficiency of the | 
program. There is also nothing | 
wrong with your printer, except | 

that although the Brother HRS 
claims to be Epson compatible, it 

only recognises a sub-set of: the 

Epson contro] codes. 
Unfortunately, one of the contro] 
codes the HR5 doesn’t understand 

is that which the Artist II uses to 

set an attached printer to graphics 

mode. I imagine that the 

programmer than al] Epson 
‘compatible’ printers recognised 
the ESC * control code, which 
allows the printer to jump into a | 

parucular graphics mode. They =< 



don’t. 

For example, LPRINT CHR$ 
27; "*"; CHR$ 1; CHR$ 100; 

CHR$ 0; has exactly the same 
result as using LPRINT CHR$ 27; 
"L"; CHR$ 100; CHRS$ 0;. 
However, the latter method will be 
recognised by all Epson 
compatible printers (including the 
Brother HRS) whereas the former 

method is not recognised by the 
HRS (and I suspect other printers 
too). 

Therefore, while Artist II believes 
it has set up the printer to graphics 
mode and thus sends streams of 
graphics data. Meanwhile, the 
HRS5 is wondering what on earth 
Artist II is asking it to do, but 

before very long streams of data is 
bombarded at it which the printer 
can only assume is text and thus 
prints it as such. Result: a page full 
of mess with the artistic merit of a 
brick. 

The answer to the problem 
however, is straight-forward. The 
following list of POKEs (which 
can be incorporated into the Artist 

By Post 

Garner Designs, 57 Lovers Walk, 

accurately. 
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How to contact us... 

Dunstable, Bedfordshire, LUS 4BG. 

Please entire an SAE for a speedy reply. Help us 
to help you - please enclose all the relevant 
information, including any things you’ve already 
tried, listings, photocopies of instructions, etc. In 
this way, we can answer your question more 

II’s basic loader program) do the 
job nicely. 

POKE 65023,10: POKE 65005,32: 
POKE 65006,32: POKE 65014,32: 
POKE 65015,27: POKE 65016,76: 
POKE 23354,62: POKE 23355,16: 
POKE 23399,20 

re-save the basic loader program 
using SAVE "DISK" LINE 10. It 
may be an idea to try this on a 
copy of your Artist II] program 
rather than running the risk of 
saving over your original files. By 
the way, the final three POKEs are 

the famous (or should that be 
infamous?) ’Printer Pokes’ which 

many Spectrum +3 users will 
know as being the POKEs which 
stop the annoying tendency of the 
+3 to miss out lines while printing. 
Please note that the above has been 
tested on the Spectrum +3 version 
of the Artist II (the only version 
we possess), and so may not work 
on the other versions. 

By Telephone 
Send your problems, hints, tips, etc to: 

Our Helpline telephone number is 0582 472067. 

The Helpline will be manned at the following 
times: 

Mondays - AM only 
Wednesday - PM only 

Fridays - AM and PM 

If the line is engaged please try again later as it 

Tuesdays - PM only 
Thursdays - PM only 

has been quite busy lately. 



Get Set Yop) 
During 1992 we'll 
bring you... 
e More reviews 
e More articles 
e More pages 
e More free discs and tapes 
e More colour 
e Faster service 
e and that bit extra which 
makes a good magazine great. 

Your bigger and brighter 
bimonthly magazine... 

Sack SAM Garner 
7aoet 

Publishing a 
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CLASSIFIEDS + CLASSIFIEDS ¢ CLASSIFIEDS 
E 

Eo Sale...Spectrum +3, B/W TV, 2 joysticks, tape 
leads, tape recorder, 450 games, Multiface 3, i 
lightgun, 25 discs, 100’s magazines, books. £300 5 

i 

: 

YOUR LAST CHANCE TO BUY! 
ZX EXPANSION PACK 

2X EPANSION PACK WITH INTERFACE, 1 MICRO-DRIVE, FLEX AND 

ZX MICROORIVE - EEC PRICE £24.95 ONLY 
inctucing Demo Cart ond Sold 
Connector (2 tor $44) RECONDITIONED £18 

Function: Fas-occem mosi-storape devise. storing 

Jono. Phone 0909 563229 or write to Philip Bird, 41 
ge Walk, South Anston, Sheffield, S31 7EL. 

gor Sale: Multiface 3 with thru port, backs-up any 
game to tape or disk - £25 ono. Magnum Lightgun - 

2 just point the gun at the screen and shoot, comes 
gvith 6 lightgun games including Operation Wolf £15 §f 
ono. Blank Maxell/Amsoft 3” disks - £2 each. Tape Connector, instructions, and 

§ Games from 10p upwards. Write cheques/PO f 
(which may be erased), nd on order ton ten bork 
Mircroctive cartridges. 

a Microctnve Condoe WaLiE lai tien 3 payable to ALAN ROBERTS, 16 LIVESEY & 
Capacity cf leas aeaeten ie usar Race AVENUE, LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE, SY8 1HN. 
Microcrive. Detochanbie Plug prevents ercsure of Fart Tee ured. Suppiec: Singhy with an order g 

: ee Wanted Z80/Spectrum Assembly Code 
+ php all iin a § programmer, to write software part time for i 

| BOOKS $ AND DEMO ae rv os GE RY aa hardware projects currently being designed. Aim to 
ee . sell and split profits. Hardware experience helpful 

pennant Ciera ane eniiet £3. Overseas add £6. g but not required. If interested Tel: Mike 0942 i 
Some items may be reconditioned 831925. 

Orders to: EEC LID, 18-21 Misbourme House, i. 8 Chittem Hil, Chaitont St. Peter, Bucks SLO 9UE. Tel: 0753 8888646 ae Ee ee eS ee 

] enclose ay subs for the next six sonths. May | add how euch | Thanks a lot for the excellent OUTLET No.@35 dick for SAM... I 

look forward to each aonthly issue of OUTLET cosing through the was facinated with all the information and deaonstrations. The 
post box and how delighted | ae with the contents. J.m. SAM information will be especially helpful tose ... tnanks 

169/38 

«. QUTLET is undoubtedly the aost intelligent and interesting 
Bagazine for the Spectrue - please keep up the good work. BP 

172/86 
the disappea 

dedicated so 

enthusiasts R o¢ OUTLET. The 

OUTLET. ee? G 0 E pular P ‘ | 
t running 

. Thanks for 

o letters « OUTLET keep 
177/83 

I'd like to sa 
aonth producing 

but they are ce 

high standard of 

SSUSt Say how iapressed | am with the ever increasing quality 

of OUTLET ... for example PROCROSS was, in ay opinion, one of 
the best utilities for the Spectrua ] have ever seen. 182/83 

«» I've been with DUILET for a year now, and I can say it’s one 

of the seartest soves |'ve aade for aces. the quality is 
excellent, the service reliable and efficient and the variety of 
prograas is extensive. 168/23 Once again J am iapressed with the first class service and care 

you give your customers. Unique! is the only word that fits... 
coves BY thanks for the aany pleasurable hours | have had with Thanks again for the trouble you have taken to produce a 5.25° 

your tapes .... 1 hope you go from strength to strength. 175/25 disk of OUTLET to run on the SAR. 283/84 

50 Sinehir 2 SAW 
SOMPBUTIN 

I found your software easy to use, useful and enlightening 195/8 





SAK COUPE | HI REGULAR 
AND SPECTRUM MONTHLY SOFTWARE 
DRIVE MAGAZINE a SINCE 1987! 

Programs, utilities, graphics, info, ideas, news, reviews, 
readers’ letters, machine code and BASIC programming 
help, games, puzzles and every variety of interesting 
software! 

OUTLET is available on all popular systems; STATE WHICH ... 

SAM, DISCIPLE/+D, +3, OPUS, TAPE 

SPECIAL OFFER: Latest issue only £2.50 to newcomers! 

* OUTLET is friendly! - load/exit with a keypress from and to a 
CONTENTS page or the ‘next item’ so you can browse!! * Print articles in 
3-column, newspaper-style or just one page. * Page back/forth or enter 
page number. * Graphics * Music * Comms * Text adventures * 
re toolkits! * Every kind of interest!! * Hundreds of problems 

solved! 

OUTWRITE! 
SAM COUPE WORD 

PROCESSOR 
Smooth, machine code action: 
Excellent key response: Lots of 
features including: Block 
functions:Wordwrap, Justify: 
Rapid reform of paragraphs: 
Print codes: Loads Tasword 
files: Forward/oack DELETE: 
Push _ left/right/centre: Tab: 
Paging: Fast cursoring: Word 
count:Any screen colours of your 
choice: User-friendly, etc. etc.. 
Special discount to OUTLET 
readers: £12 

The STYLE WRITER 
SAM COUPE 

WORD PROCESSOR 
Both graphics and text may be 
included in a document: Colour 
printers supported: Numerous 
printable fonts!: Block functions: 
Wordwrap: Justify: Reform 
paragraphs: Load Tasword 
files:Push to left/right/centre: Paging: 
Tabs: Any screen colours: Search 
and Replace:So many features - 
NEEDS MASTERDOS AND 512K 
hoon editor: Disc full of extras! 
£9.5 

Chezron Software, 605 Loughborough Road, Birstall, Leicester, LE4 4NJ 



VTX 5000 - V23 MODEMS V/DATA S/W 
48K -£15 +2A/+3-£20 128/+2 (RING) 

FD1 - 3" DRIVE FOR CPC & PLUS 3 (NO 
CABLE) £45 

THE FOOT 50p PACE LINNET (V21/V23) MODEM - BADGED 
j DR SCROLL FOR VTX 5000 - SCROLLING AS HUSKY (NO CABLE) L/M/TED SUPPLY 

TERMINAL £45 £5 
2-WAY RIBBON CABLES FOR VTX 5000 

£8.50 
VTX 711 RS232 MODEM W/FACE WITH Sw 
AND LEAD 
FIXIT ALLOWS 48K ADD-ONS TO WORK ON 
+2A/+8 £9.50 
PD TAPE 01 - SPECTRUM COMMS 
COLLECTION ©1 
CURRAH p/SLOT (HARD 2 PORT ADAPTOR) 

£3 
KEYBOARD MEMBRANES WITH FITTING 
INS: 

48K (RUBBER TYPE) 
SPECTRUM + AND BLACK 128K 
TAPE LEADS 

SPECTRUM RS232 CABLE FOR 128K 
MACHINES 
INTERFACE 1 - RS232 CABLE 

£4.50 
£7.50 
£3.50 

£6.50 

DATACHAT 1223 MODEM (V23) £15 
ADAPTOR CABLE FOR ABOVE £2 
AMSTRAD CPC RS232 INTERFACE WITH 
COMMSTAR ROM £15 
DIAL UP - COMMS S/WARE FOR BBC OR 
PCW MACHINES £7.50 
SPECTRUM SPARES - PLEASE ENQUIRE 

OVERSEAS - PLEASE ADD £2 EACH FOR 
MODEMS £1 EACH FOR OTHER ITEMS. 

U 
SAMPLIFIER - STEREO AMP POWERED 
FROM SAN. CAN DRIVE SPEAKERS OR 
PHONES 
AMP -£20 AMP + SPEAKERS £25 AMP + 

HEADPHONES £23 
CP/M EMULATOR. NEARLY READY - WRITE 

FOR DETAILS 

64 Roeback Road, Chessington, Surrey, 
KIS 15X. 
Tei: 081 397 O763 Fax: 081 391 0744 BG, service 

tA SS ee ve. 

< ONLY on 
ot. "DISCS < 
TK oni 

NOT ONLY WAS FRED THE FIRST EVER COUPE SPECIFIC DISC MAGAZINE, BUT IT 
y WAS - AND STILL IS - THE MOST AFFORDABLE 

) 

For only £1.50 you can purchase the latest issue (number 15) or any of the back issues which you may 
have read about. 

L 

Not only does each issue have news, programming tips, game cheats, interviews, reports, reviews, 
previews and numerous other articles but it is also packed to the brim with games, demos, screen$, 
utilities, tutorials, handy routines, screenshots and many unusual, yet fabulous programs. 

CRASH - "the most professional...excellent...hilarious...brilliant...action packed" 
Alan Miles - "prolific" (!?) YS - “tasty...a veritable snip" 

£1.50 per issue, £8 for 6 months or £15 for 12 months 

FRED 
40 ROUNDYHILL, MONIFIETH 

DUNDEE, DDS 4RZ. 
a SSS i ox Se ey pp Ee Se ee ee 
SS ee ee me Serres he ee OO eee 



FLEXIPAGE 
The Spectrum / Sam text and graphics author for beginners to experts. 
Whether or not able to program computers, you can now write your own 
INTERACTIVE ADVENTURE GAMES, EDUCATIONAL EXERCISES, 
FREE FORMAT INDEXES and AUTOMATIC DISPLAYS using variable 
sized words and SCREENS$ pictures. With UDG designer, FREE Crime 
Quiz & Advert. demos. Sam versions include character designer, 
FLEXIMAG SCREEN$ ENLARGER and FLEXIPAL PALETTE 
COLOUR BLOCK DESIGNER for use with or without Flexipage & 
FREE UPDATES. 

Supplied to 14 Police Forces and seen on T.V. 
Spectrum tape (Opus/Mdrive compat.) +D/+3 or Sam disk NOW 
ONLY £8 FOR SPECTRUM, £12 FOR SAM COUPE. 

Send SAE for full details to FLEXTIBASE SOFTWARE, 
20 THE PARKLANDS, DROITWICH, WORCS. WR9 7DG. 

TEACHERS PET SOFTWARE 
175 Craigton Road 

ABERDEEN 
AB1 7JUA 

Teachers Pet. 

Softvare. 

Teachers Pet Software. have 

a eee heen supplying schools with the 

es educstional programs that they want 

in their classes for the Past three 

years. Why not drop us a line and see what we have to 

help your children? 

Se a i eee 

Our programs are available for all Sinclair Spectrums and 

some have even been enhanced to run on the SAM. 

We also have a great selection of CLIP ART for use in Art 
programe or Desk Top Publishing. 

Teachers Pet wish Sinclair and Sam Computing 

every success, and we are pleased to offer everyone. who 

mentions this advert one free program of their choice for 

every three purchased. 

ONTHE To advertise in this section 
MARKET telephone 0582 472067 



Sinekir & SAU] MATL ORDER 
COMPUTING 

GREAT PRODUCTS AT GREAT CREAT PRICES 

SOrPIWARE 

Description Supplier 
Tasword +3 (Spectrum +3 disc) Tasman 

RRP 
£24.95 

Last few Tasword’s remaining - phone for availability. 

Music Writer - Reference Edition G.Rowland £25.00 
Music Writer - Muso’s Edition §G.Rowland £15.00 
* NEW * Compiler.XTN G.Rowland £3.50 
* NEW * MIDI.XTN G.Rowland £10.00 
(Music Writer is for all Spectrums with 128K of memory. Please note that Compiler and MIDI require 
Music Writer program - either Reference or Musos edition) 

DICE (Spectrum +3 disc) Kobrahsoft 
DMS (Spectrum +3 disc) Kobrahsoft 
Plus 3 Diary (Spectrum +3 disc)  Kobrahsoft 
CD2 Tape to SAM Disc Transfer Utility 

(SAM Coupé disc) Kobrahsoft 
SMI Multiface Suite (48/128 tape) Kobrahsoft 

Flexipage (Spectrum tape) Flexibase 
Flexipage (Spectrum +3 disc) Flexibase 
Flexipage (SAM Coupé disc) Flexibase 
Flexipage Demos Flexibase 

£14.95 
£14.95 
£12.95 

£10.95 
£12.95 

£13.50 
£13.50 
£13.50 
£2.00 

Dr.Scroll (Spec 48/128/+3 tape) BG Services £5.00 

_ Garner Designs are official suppliers for Kobrahsoft, Garry Rowland, BG Services and Flexibase - your guarantee of quality. 

SUPERSTORE 
Our Price 

£18.99 

£20.00 
£12.00 
£2.20 
£8.00 

£13.50 
£13.50 
£11.50 

£9.75 
£11.75 

£12.30 
£12.50 
£12.50 
£0.90 

£4.25 

siftclair & SAM. Computing Mail Order 
DESCRIPTION 

Name 

Address 

Post Code 

Phone Number 

Pmbclosed a cheque/postal order made payable to Gamer Designs, 
for the amount of £ 

Send this form with payment to: 
Sinclair & SAM Computing, 57 Lovers Walk, Dunstable, 
Beds, LUS 4BG 

Overseas P&P - add 
£0.95 per item 

TOTAL ORDER 

Order No 

SPEDTASW 

MWRED 
MWMED 
MWCOMP 
MWMIDI 

KOBRDICE 
KOBRDMS 
KOBRDIAR 

KOBRCD2SD 
KOBRMFCAS 

FPAGETAPE 
FPAGE+3D 
FPAGESAMD 
FPAGEDEMO 

BGDRSCROLL 



—— 

Anybody who has missed the previous issues of Sinclair & 
SAM Computing will be pleased to know that they are still 
available as back issues. They cost £1.75 each inclusive of 
postage and should be ordered using the subscription form 
opposite. The price 1s the same for overseas readers. 

(2 Reviews: MasterDOS, Tracey, QL 
#7 Keyboard interface. 
7 Articles: RAM Paging, The Sound of 

Music by Garry Rowland, On-Line. 

gm, Reviews: DICE, GM-Base, Flexipage, 

The Plus 3 Technical Source is the definitive 

source of technical information for the serious 

Spectrum +3 user. Coming in three sections, the 
~ first containing a custom binder to hold the 

volumes. 

Comprising of updated and re-typesetted versions of 
articles appearing in issues | to 18 of +3 Contact 

magazine as well as new information. The Plus 3 
Technical Source is essential reading to anyone who 
wants to get more out of their computer than just zap 

aliens. 

Please see elsewhere in this magazine for more details 

and an order form. 

Spectrum +3 users will live to 
regret not having The Plus 3 Technical Source. 

“3 Sina & Say 
CQUPULIIE 

Articles: Video Titling Part 1, Programming in’C 
Part 1, Emulator, Public Domain software, On- 
Line (reviews of Phantom Viewdata BBS), QL 
Corner (QL comms, PD software). 

Reviews: SAM DICE, JoyMouse, 
4 SAMplifier, GM-Calc. 
y Articles: Video Titling Part 2, 
Programming in ’C’ Part 2, Public Doma 

FREE 3.5” SAM disk - please specify if you own 
a SAM. 

Reviews: Key Press, Chart Making 
software, Disk Management System, 
Outwrite... 

Articles: Video Titling, Programming in C, The 
Microdrive. Story. 

Don’t get lett 
behind, make 
sureyour 
subscription to 
the bigger and 
brighter S&SC 
is upto date. — 



BACK ISSUES ENQUIRIES 
We welcome readers’ enquiries relating to 

| Please send me the following back : any subject, or enquiring about order 
issues ... delivery, etc. 

| I Co, ema 8 Ne A Technical enquiries and questions can be 
| directed toward our free Technical Heipline, 

Di i ie Ol including details of which can be found elsewhere in 

postage and packing. Thisprice is the same for overseas | 

readers. Please include payment in full and make | 

this issue. 

cheques/postal order payable to Garner Designs. If you are enquiring about order delivery or 

order availability then please write or 

I ale eee telephone us anytime and we'll be pleased to 
ADDRESS | help you. If there is nobody in the office, 

| leave a message on our answering machine 
and we’ll deal with your enquiry just as soon 
as we can. 

hae When writing to us, please enclose a 
; stamped addressed envelope for a prompt 

Garner Designs, 57 Lovers Walk, reply cannes 
Dunstable, Bedfordshire, LU5 4BG. Remember, we're here to help you. 

SUBSCRIPTION FORM 

SUBSCRIPTIONS »  OUEUMING 

Pas er Tees ements oe era eal eel ee ee 

RIS CO MBROS) A nessicsacdapeseces 9900 [] Te 
Please Note: Overseas subscriptions are sent via Air Mail. All prices are 

F fully inchusive. Pi lose full mt and make 
Overseas (6 issues) eT): iene. oe 

ISSUE 5 57 



128/+2/+3 SPECTRUM 
7 

Ma | 
4 = 

Three part score writing system 
MUSIC WRITER is a new music program that can heip the beginner to learn 
how to read music. A feature of MUSIC WRITER is WYSIWYH - What You 
See Is What You Hear. This allows you to find out what effect various music 
symbols have when the score is played. If you're not sure what a mordent 
does, use the pointer to pick it up and put it on a note - MUSIC WRITER will 
play it for you. If you are unsure of the order to play bars with D.S. alcoda and 
So on... MUSIC WRITER will show the order they are played in. All music 
notation used by MUSIC WRITER is demonstrable - that's what makes 
MUSIC WRITER a powertul learning aid for those learning to read and play 
music. 

The serious home musician will also find MUSIC WRITER bringing new life to 
their Spectrum. The WIMP system is very easy to use and there are powertul 
editing facilities that allow biocks of bars to be easily moved, copied. deleted 
or saved. The filing system allows files to be inserted into current work as well Notation used by MUSIC WRITER: 
as the more conventional load and save facilities. — * Repeat marks and bar lines 
Apart from the 46K RAM disc, only tape filing is available on the 128 and +2. * Volta brackets * Segno * Fine * Coda * al Coda 
+3 DOS is available-on the +3 and also on the +2A (if drive added). The RAM * D.S. * D.S. al Coda * D.S. al Fine ay Se ie 
disc could serve as the main filing system with a ‘snapshot’ intertace used to * Notes and rests trom semibreve to demisemiquaver 
Save sessions to other media. * Triplet (rests oe il 
MUSIC WRITER has a voice bank of ten voices which can be edited and a winery oe arte E ineiniuae 
saved for loading on another session. Each voice is made up of three effects. % Trill! & Turn * Mordent 
The volume effect shapes the ‘attack’ and ‘decay’ of the sound. The pitch * Accent * Crescendo and diminuendo effect alters pitch relative to the pitch set by the stave and any accidentals. 
Changes can be as'little as a quarter tone to as much as one octave. The iene a 
noise effect adds noise to create drum and wind sounds. Unlike many other 

/ 
music programs, the volume on any voice can be changed without having to 

: | 
alter the voice's volume effect. This enables accents. crescendo and dimin- Over 30 

uendo marks to be played - creating much more expressive music than is A ¢ 
usually possible on a Spectrum. 4 va 

/ 

ALSO AVAILABLE FROM 
GARNER DESIGNS 

Features: 

* WYSIWYH - What you see is what you hear 
* Three part score for upto three instruments 
* Includes ring binder and manual! 
* Manual explains music notation 
* One program loads on all Spectrum 128s 
* Auto disc transfer on +3 Spectrum 
* Includes 12 folk songs from around the world 

G. Rowland 
P.O. Box 49 
Dagenham 
RM9 5NY 
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VideoPro | \ ayli 
_ © Our type-in program continues with a listing of the. 

‘main chunk of the program. 

Programming in ’C’ } 
e The end is in sight for our programming tutorial. 

Public Domain | | 
e We update our library we the addition of another disk, 
and we start a regular PD Review column. 

HELP!! 
e Whatever your problem, we’ll answer it. A round-up of 
some of January’s and February’s queries. 

On-Line 
e We take a look to see what CompuServe offers CP/M 
on the Spectrum +3 and SAM Coupe. 

And much, much more from your bigger 
and colourful Sinclair & SAM Computing 

The DTP Guide Returns! 
A special double edition due to its absence 

from this issue of Sinclair & SAM Computing. 

ISSUE 5 59 
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KOBRAHSOFT SPECTRUM 
AND SAM COUPE UTILITIES 

SAM DICE DISC UTILITY:- NEW! Features READ; BACKUP; RECOVER erased files/lost 

data; REPAIR directories; DISC CHECK; LOCK OUT bad sectors; SEARCH for a String; 

RENAME files; FORMAT all or one track. Price:- £12.95 on Disc. 

CD2 TAPE TO SAM DISC TRANSFER UTILITY:- NEW! Transfer the VAST MAJORITY of 

your Spectrum tapes to Sam drive. Gives superb Spectrum tape compatability. VERY EASY to 

use. Price: £10.95 on Disc. 

SP7 TAPE TO +3 DISC UTILITY:- NEW! Transfer tapes to +3 disc. Now comes with a 

BEGINNER'S Manual, an ADVANCED DISC CATALOGUER, and now will transfer FULL 128K 

programs. INCLUDES SP7 COMPANION - shows how to transter many games. Supplied on 

DISC at:- £14.95 . 
SP7 COMPANION VOL 2:- TRANSFERS 100+ GAMES. Needs SP7:- £4.95 

SC7 UTILITY. NEW! Latest tape to tape backup utility will now backup virtually ANY program. 

Price:- £9.95 on Tape. . | 
DMS +3 DISC MANAGEMENT SYSTEM:- NEW Version 1.1 now with printout, high capacity 

formats AND extended directories. Organise all your disc files. Large database; FAST file 

search, MENU programs. Easy to use:- £14.95 on Disc. | 

D.1.C.E :- NEW Version 3.0 +3 disc utility. Now with high capacity format, data printout and 

disassembler. Lock out faulty sectors; Recover erased files and much more. Easy to use. "An 

excellent package”, CRASH Oct ’88. £14.95 on Disc. - , 

SPECTRUM MACHINE CODE COURSE:- FULL course from beginner to advanced level. 

Applies to ALL Spectrums. Suitable for all. Free Disassembler AND Editor/Assembier:- £20.00. 

DB2 +3 DISC BACKUP UTILITY: NEW Backup +3 PROTECTED discs to DISC or TAPE; 

Easy to use; Handles Multi-Loads and now even more discs:- £14.95 on Disc. 

PLUS 3 DIARY AND FILING SYSTEM:- NEW Version 1.1 with full printout. Superb filing 

system/diary for the +3 with LARGE database, fast search/retrieve, biorhythms:- £12.95 on 

Disc. 

ALSO AVAILABLE:- SD5 TAPE TO M/D; SO5 TAPE TO OPUS; 
MT1 M/D TOOLKIT; SW1 TAPE TO WAFADRIVE; SAM ST2 TAPE 

UTILITY: SM1 M/F SUITE. 
Please ring for FULL details. 

WE OFFER A FULL MONEY BACK GUARANTEE - BUY WITH CONFIDENCE 

UPDATE SERVICE:-SEND HALF NEW PRICE+OLD DISC FOR 

NEW VERSION 

Send cheque/P.O. to:- "KOBRAHSOFT”, DEPT SSC, "Pleasant View", _ 

Hulme Lane, Hulme, Longton, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs, ST3 5BH. 

(Overseas:- EUROPE add £1 P+P PER ITEM, others £2) Send SAE (9" x 

5") for detailed Catalogue - mark envelope "ENQUIRY". 

For more information please phone:- 078 1305244 

. Access, Visa Welcome - please phone above number. - 

(24 Hour, 7 Day Service for FAST Mail Order). 


